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ttthink outside the box .... "
It means think creatively. Don't
follow tradition. Try something new.
That's what college is all aboutbreaking out of old routines and
throwing yourself into a new
environment. As co llege freshmen, we

classroom.
It's all exciting and new .... it's
"outside the box."
But after a while, college becomes a
comfortable routine.
We grow complacent and safe within

broadened our horizons by meeting

the confines of Eastern's close-knit

diverse people, encountering new ideas

campus. Familiar faces fill sidewalks

and learning new skills in the

and classes. Our thinking changes to
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outside the box ...

Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

" ins ide the box."
Think abo ut it: boxes are
everyw here at Eas tern . We put all of

campus or on Charlesto n ,s "Square. "
(Do you see a pattern?)
Besides physical boxes, we put

our possess ions into boxes to move

ourselves and other people into

into and o ut of o ur box-sha ped dorm

imaginary boxes .

roo ms and apartments.
We walk into class rooms or
offi ces sha ped like boxes every day.

E ven Eas tern ,s campus could be
viewed a a bo;Jl, bo dered by Lincoln
Street and

We relax at bars and c lubs near

inside the box 5

... inside the box

Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

But it's not about limits that boxes
create. They can contain you in a smal1
area, but yo u also can break out of them.
Isn't that part of the stru gg le of college?

College, specifically EIU, helps yo u get
to that new world.
This book chronicles a year in the life
of Eastern, both what is in side - and

To break out of the (sometimes) insular

some of what is outside- the boxes that

world we've g rown up in and enter the

we have created and tha t ha ve been

wider world of new and different

created for us . The journey

experiences?

box begins here ...

6 inside the box

inside the
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Julius Davis, a senior physical education major, and Latricia
Singleton, a senior sociology major, dance together at the BSU
"Boogie Nights" pajama party in September.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis

Daniel Lee, a freshman undeclared major, tosses a frisbee
around with some friends in the South Quad.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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(Clockwise from left) Jon Bivens, a sophomore biology major;
Angela Reed, a sophomore athletic training major; Melissa
Boente, a sophomore graphic design major; and Bridget Owen,
a sophomore physical education major, enjoy lunch together at
Tower East in Stevenson Hall.

Life

Photo by Dan Lee
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(Above) Ashley Gee, a freshman biology major
and Meghan Elledge, a freshman undecided
major, check in to Andrews Hall on the first move
in day of the school year, while resident
assistants Emily Grudzinski (near right), a junior
biology major, and Sarah Howe, a junior
elementary education major, explain how the
whole process works.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(left) Kim Roth, a sophomore marketing major,
explains how the moving-in process works and
tells freshman pre-engineering major John Drone
and his parents where to go.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(Below) Families and their students line up
outside of Andrews Hall with all of their
possessions waiting until the doors open at 9
a.m., so they can begin moving their daughters
into their new rooms for the school year.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
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(Top) Parents and students wait outside Andrews Hall
for the doors to open.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(Above) Cars line up down 7th Street on Aug. 22 for the
fall semester. Thursday is the busiest day of move-in
week
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(Right) With the aid of parents and friends, freshmen
bring their belongings in to Andrews Hall on Aug. 22.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Eastern's enrollment
reaches record numbers
Fall2002
student
population
increases by
more than
500 people
With the enrollment increase,
returning students may have
noticed an increase in people on
sidewalks, in classrooms, in the
dorms a nd other areas.
Photo by Stephen Haas

by scott miller
staff writer
Eastern enrolled a record 2,75 1 freshmen in Fall
2002, 593 more than 2001-2002 and the largest increase
in the university's hi sto ry, according to an official report
released in September.
Official numbers show an increase of 632 students for
a total enrollment of II, 163 compared to the I 0,531
enrolled in the fall of 200 I. Interim President Lou
Hencken announced in April 2002 that he wanted to
increase freshman enro llment by 250 students, a mark
far surpassed.
"This shows Eastern is a popul ar school," Henckcn
said. ··we are sort of the envy o f a number of schools in
Illinois.''
To accomodate the extra students, Eastern hired
several annually contracted faculty to tach extra course
sectio ns, said Blair Lord, vice president for academic
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affairs.
Hencken said he was unsure how much extra revenue
the university received from the enrollment increase, but
he told The Dail y Eastern News earlier in the year that
the additional revenue would "more than cover the cost
of additional faculty."
Eastern's overall enrollment jumped up 6 percent
form I 0,53 1 in 200 1-2002 to about II , 163 in 20022003. Minority students made up nearly I 0 percent of
Eastern's total enro llment w ith minorities students
totalling I ,099, an addition of 88.
Graduate student enrollment was also on the rise.
Graduate enro llment increased nearly 16 percent thi s fall
to I ,635.
Eastern's enrollment broke down to 2,75 1 freshmen,
I ,743 sophomores, 2. 164 juniors, 2,870 seniors and
1.635 graduates. Of those figures. 4,630 were men and
6,533 were women.

Fans pack the stands at a
Panther football game.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

Students head to class outside
of Coleman Hall. The sidewalks
of campus were more crowded
this year because of the
enrollment increase.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Livin' it up in lounges
Eastern's record enrollment forces students to live in dorm lounges
by sarah zaman and
laura patella

rooms around them. They
do not want to give it up
unless they get an offStaff writers
campus accomodation or
Accomodating a large
are shifted to Stevenson
number of new and old
Hall.
students on campus
Rajdeep Hundel, a
came up as a huge
sophomore math and
problem for the Housing
computer sciences major,
Office at EIU, but they
li ved in a lounge in
had a novel solution for
Lincoln with two other
it. In Andrews, Thomas,
people. The lack of
Lawson, Lincoln, Taylor
privacy made it difficult
and Douglas they
to live- someone was
converted lounges into
always in the room, she
rooms.
said, so it was difficult to
be by herself at times.
Mark Hudson,
president of housing,
Her roommate, Gulnar
said that the lounges are
Mammadova, a freshman
always a "safety buffer"
management major, was
unhappy with the
for potential use.
"Lounges actually used
improper lighting, since
to be used as rooms," he
there is just one big light
said.
source in the middle of
According to Kelly
the room.
Milller, vice president of
Some people were
Aaron Brown, a freshman political science major, is one of many
housing, the housing
not having as much
students who were forced to move into a lounge in Ca rman Hall because
trouble; they were
office chose who would
the dorms were overcrowded. On the second day of classes, 50 non greek
live in the lounges by
actually happy living in a
freshmen were housed in Greek Court, I 00 sophomores were denied
when housing requests
lounge.
single rooms, groups of three women lived in lounges in Lawson,
were turned in and sent
Jill Ewing, a
Andrews and Taylor Halls, and groups of three men lived in lounges at
Thomas, Taylor and Douglas.
freshman accouting
letters out to warn
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
major; Dana Littwin, a
students, as well as
parents, ofthe situation.
freshman biological
After living in the lounges for a couple months, how
sciences major; and Nikki Valone, a freshman marketing
did the students feel about their living situation?
major, live in a lounge in Andrews Hall.
" I do not really like it, but it's better than the dorm rooms
For them, it is easier to get away from other people at the
because it is bigger," said Ivana Milosevic, a sophomore
end of a hard day because of the spacious lounge. And due
undeclared major. Luckily for her, she shared the room with to conflicting schedules, they get enough privacy, too. They
only one other person, Jana Matouskova, a graduate student said they would not really want to give it up in the spring
in physical education.
semester.
So it seems that some of the students living in lounges
Milosevic and Matouskova, both international students,
agree upon one thing - the large space that they have is
tried to arrange the lounge in Lincoln Hall to make it look
and feel like a room. They said they were troubled by the
an advantage over dorms. But as they have mentioned, the
rooms need some refinement. For those living in lounges,
absence of closets.
it was their home away from home as they call it, and they
At first, it was "plain ugly," as Matouskova put it, but
gradual ly they brought in more stuff and are now satisfied,
all wou ld have appreciated it if it looked and felt more
due to the extra space they have as compared to the dorm
like it.
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Some students found the extra space lounges proved
to be a welcome change from the typical dorm room

An Eastern student relaxes in his windowless lounge room. Many students were forced to be content with a lounge room after Eastern had
to accommodate a record number of students during the fall 2002 semester.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Untimely delays
Although temporary fine arts buildings were incomplete
when students arrived in the fall semester....
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ARtsy en eavors Prevail
(Opposite page, left) Exposed pipes lined the
West
on the first day of classes. Art students had to
incomplete bathrooms, unsteady electricity se ce and other
inconveniences as late as the third week of classes.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Opp11iel . . . . top left) A musical instrument sits on a pile of
co _ . Blttfials in the temporary location for music
reh-......
eGym.
Photo by Amanda Vickery

(Opposfte.pege, bottom right) Hike Alexander, a senior music
educatiolfand jazz studies major, practices his saxophone for jazz

ensemble in one of the new practice rooms located in McAfee
Gymnasium.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis

(Opposite page, bottom) McAfee Gym h es fine arts classes
while Doudna Fine Arts Center on 7tt.Wlilll•was being remodeled.
Photo by Amanda Vickery

(Above)JohnJanega,a
color a picture for class at the

!Mj;. . .i:ol ored pencils to
~MIWlibrary branch.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Art students

rely on
Panther
Express
(Left) K.C. McMains, a sophomore undecided
major, departs the bus at Booth West one
early August morning. McMains was one of
many students who had to take the bus off
campus to get to their art classes.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Opposite page) Rachel Casbarian, a freshman
art education major, works on a project for
her design class at the former Booth West, the
home of most art classes this year. Casbarian,
like many others, said she was unhappy with
the location.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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Although there were stumbling blocks that came with the
renovations, students managed to weather them

fine arts renovations 19

Dedicated once again:

Booth Library
by steve cook
staff writer

The excitement of the new ly remodeled Booth Library
resurfaced Sept. 18 as guests traveled from across the
state to celebrate a " new beginning" for students and
faculty.
Speakers highlighted the importance of a new library
with more resources and better tools available for
learning.
Blair Lord, vice president for academic affairs,
reflected on the history of the Booth Library and looked
toward the future with anticipation.
"Times have changed for Eastern in terms of
information and technology. The six-year process of
bringing a top-notch information center to Eastern proved
to be time well spent," Lord said.
The new and improved Booth Library is a giant leap
from its humble beginnings in 1950. The facility covers
165,000 square feet, provides cutting-edge computer
accessibility and utilizes Internet hook-ups at most staff
desks.
Aside from the updated technological advances, the
Booth Library plays a vital role in Eastern's operations,
Lord said.
Lord also referred to the library as the "campus jewel."
He gave further testament to the library's vital ity on
campus, saying the world of information is varied.
Helen Spaulding, president of the association of college
and research libraries, agreed Booth Library has multiple
sources of information.
She said most in formation, contrary to popular belief,
cannot be located online. In fact, databases and books still
hold much information, and each of these informational
Jinks are supplied in abundance at Booth Library.
"This is truly a great day for libraries and Eastern
Illinois," said Sylvia Murphy Williams, president of the
Illinois Library Association.
She said Eastern's newest addition is the culmination of
hard work, money and patience.

20 booth rededication

In a state with a reputation for quality libraries,
Williams assured Eastern faculty and students Booth's
inception into Illinois' family of libraries was a significant
one. She said the library is the nucleus of the campus,
holding vital importance to Eastern. Booth 's aesthetically
pleasing appearance will attract and keep both students
and faculty, Spaulding said.
Allen Lanham, master of ceremonies and dean of
library services, said he was pleased with the overall
turnout, which mostly consisted of faculty and Charleston
residents. However, he did expect to see a stronger student
attendance.
Lanham said, in his mind, the ceremony was
strengthened by Illinois library officials and Eastern
facu lty support.
"It's always important to celebrate a milestone on
campus," Lanham said.

(Above) Waylon Schroeder, a senior jazz: studies/music
education major, toots on his saxophone and J.B. Faires, a
grad student in instrumental performance, jams out on the
stand-up bass as part of the jazz: combo performance Sept.
18 after the Booth Library Rededication Ceremony.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Below) Booth Library on a beautiful fall day.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(Opposite page) Interim President Lou Hencken speaks to
faculty, students and residents during the ceremonial
opening of Booth Library Sept. 18 in the Library Quad.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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English instructor Bill Feltt hospitalized after struggle
by melissa nielsen
staff' writer

Engl ish Instructor Bill Feltt was
planning on spending hi s first few days of
the fall semester meeting new students,
perfecting sy llabi, and learning how to
view Eastern from a teacher's perspective.
However, FeJtt was far from the hustle
and excitement of the first few days of
school. Instead, he was lying in a hospital
bed at Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center
recovering physically and emoti onall y
from a brutal attack by six to eight
unknown offenders that occurred on Aug.
27.
The attack happened just as Feltt was
winding down hi s evening at the Gregg
Triad computer Jab. He said he was so
eager to start hi s new posi tion as an
English J I OJ instructor, he decided to take
the long way back to his car at Coleman
The southwest corner of Martin Luther King Jr. University Union, where several men
Hall to take in the campus and soak in his
allegedly attacked Bill Feltt on the night of Aug. 27.
SUITOUndings.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
The walk was a familiar route,
returned to hi s car, wh ich was parked in the Coleman Hall
considering Feltt earned his bachelor's degree in
parking lot. He then drove himself home, and hi s
j ournalism from Eastern in 1987 and had just finished his
master's at EIU in English that summer.
roommate took him to Sarah Bush where he was admitted
in stable condition.
As he strolled south toward the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union at about I :50 a.m., he noticed a group of
He was treated for bruises and released Sept. 2.
However, new symptoms put him back in Good
six to eight men in their early 20s walking westward. As
Samaritan Hospital in Vincennes, Ind., on Sept. 3, where
Feltt and the men crossed on the south west corner of the
Union, one man from the pack muttered something.
he was treated for a skull fracture, sinus infection and a
"I didn 't understand him so I said, pardon me," Feltt
small brai n hemorrhage. He was released from the
hospital on Sept. 12.
said. ''I probably wouldn't have said much, but I thought
An anonymous family member of Feltt's set up a fund
it might be one of my students. Then I heard him call me
at
First
Mid-Illinois Bank and Trust to pay for hospital
a name. It was totally unprovoked."
When Feltt verbally confronted the man, others from
expenses. Eastern Judicial Affairs was offering a $2,500
reward to anyone with informati on leading Lo the arrest
the group joined in on the name calling until it escalated
conv iction of the offenders, whi ch has not been found
and
into a physical struggle between Feltt and the unknown
at press time.
offenders.
Feltt returned to the classroom on Sept. 23.
After the fight, when Feltt finally got to his feet, he
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leaves campus shocked

(Above)
Professor William Feltt answers
questions from Rishabh Dassani, a
sophomore computer information
systems major, and other students
during his first day back in classes on
Sept. 23. The students greeted Feltt
with applause as he walked into the
classroom.
(Right)
Feltt collects papers from lauren
Graves, a freshman criminal justice
major, and other students on his first
day back in the classroom.
Photos by Colin McAuliffe

(Far Right)
A police sketch of the attacker that
was relea.sed Dec. 5. As of press time,
university police did not have a
suspect in the attacks.
Sketch courtesy of the Daily Eastern News
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ettin
eyon
rief
Students and faculty ponder the
detrimental effect the Sept. 11 attacks
had on our nation as a whole, as they
listened with respect while the names of
the victims were read on the anniversary

24 l>Cpt.ll anniversary

(Above) From left to right, Ben Marcy, a freshman undecided major,
Aaron Claver, a pre-engineering major, Aesha Rivers, a senior
political science major and Matthew Kent, a sophomore journalism
major, all stand in a line and remember those lost as each name is
read to remember those lost during the September II th attacks.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(Above) During the
memorial ceremony in the
South Quad Sept. I I,
Jennifer Wilson, a senior
hospitality major, Lisa
King, a senior sociology
major, and Tiffany Pierce, a
grad student, listen as the
names of all the victims of
the terror attacks are read
out loud.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Bottom right opposite
page) An American flag
hangs outside of Old Main
as a reminder of the
freedom and strength the
U.S. values as a country. All
flags hung at half staff on
Sept. II to commemorate
the one-year anniversary of
the terrorist attacks on the
country.

(left) Chip lynn, a
freshman political
science major, counts
down to the time of
the Sept. II on the
first anniversary of the
attacks on the
Pentagon and World
Trade Center. lynn is
looking at the sa.me
watch he wore last
year when he heard
about the attacks as
he remembers a friend
who was killed.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Photo by Caitlin Bullis

sept. I I anniversary
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An emotional day of remembrance
Students reflect
on the one-year
anniversary of
the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks

the names of the deceased.
David Onestak, co-organiLer
of the service, said the
service " reflected the mood
of the day."
M any students were not
able to attend the morning
ceremony because they had
cl ass. " I have an 8 a. m. class.
so I couldn' t go," Janelle
Cazy,
sophomore undecided
by holly myers
major,
sajd.
staff writer
A l though some students did
not attend the ceremony, it
For as long as we live, Sept.
II will be a date that recalls
was estimated that around
400
people showed up for the
intense memories and strong
morning service.
emoti ons. At 8:45 a. m. on
The night ceremony
Sept. II , 200 I , two pl anes
included a performance by
crashed into the World Trade
the EIU concert choir and a
Center. Then later another
pl ane crashed into the
multimedia presentation. The
multimedia presentation
Pentagon.
showed pictures of the tragic
We each remember Sept. I I
day in New York.
in our own, pri vale way. Just a
It was estimated that 800
year later, A mericans mourn
the terrible day. To help
people showed up at the
evening ceremony, which
students at Eastern cope w ith
lasted nearly 40 minutes.
the memories, the
Onestak said the service was
administration put together
"very much a success i n turnthree memorial services. called
out and events."
The fi rst memorial service,
In cl assrooms around
"Eastern Remembers 9/ II ,"
campus,
some teachers
was held at the flag pole in the
dedicated the whole class
South Quad. Thi s memorial
time to talking about the
was not onl y auended by
anni
versary.
students but by faculty,
L aura Gende, a sophomore
administrators and Charleston
Erin Scott (left), a junior family and consumer sciences major,
elementary educati on major.
residents.
It consisted of the flag being and James Kuttenberg (ri~ht) , a fresh.man undecided major, each said, " I didn't get to aLtend
reflect to themselves durmg the readmg of na mes ceremony.
f h
.
b
any o t e cere mom e~. ut we
raised by police officers then
di scussed it in class."
taken to half-mast during the
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
Most students believe that
play ing of "Ta p~" by Roger
EIU did a great j ob w ith the
Stoner, a music professor, as
memorable day.
international student s raised flags of other countries that
'The schoo l did a nice j ob,.. said Tracy Gall, a
lost citizens in the attacks.
sophomore undec ided maj or...It wasn't too little or wo
The morning ceremony onl y l asted about 10 minutes.
much."'
A fter the ceremony ended, volunteers began reading off
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(Above) Students and faculty gather around the flagpole in the
South Quad during the reading of names ceremony on the morning
ofSept. II.
(left) Signs of patriotism are proudly displayed on the residents'
windows in Thomas Hall on Sept. II.
Photos by Rebe cca Hutchison
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Family style fun
(Right) Chad Furrow, brother of Eastern
student Brent Furrow, enjoys one of the
slot machines during Casino Night Sept.
27 in the Martin Luther King, Jr.
University Union.
(Below) During Casino Night on Sept. 27,
Jenna Walkoviak waits in line for the slot
machines in the Grand Ballroom of the
Union.
Photos by Stephen Haas

(Far below) Perry and Joyce Pullum play
bingo with their daughter, Nina Grant, a
senior speech communication major,
and her husband Peter Grant, a graduate
student in computer technology.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

28 fami ly weekend

with Jeff Foxworthy

Jeff Foxworthy entertains
students and family Sept. 28 in
Lantz Arena. The University
Board and the EIU Parents Club
sponsored two performances,
which drew large crowds. In
addition to his trademark "You
might be a redneck if..." jokes,
Foxworthy shared humorous
stories about travel
experiences, raising two
daughters and dealing with inlaws.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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Student takes third place
in Miss Illinois pageant
Sister wins pageant, goes on to take Miss America title
by eram cowlas
sports editor

Alexandra "Ally" Harold, an Eastern student, had the
unique experience of competing in thi s year's Miss
Illinois pageant, plus seeing her sister win the
competition and eventually the title of Miss America.
Harold is a senior journalism major and a public
relations minor at Eastern , and was the third runner up in
the Miss Illinois pageant. Thoug h she has been
successful. Harold has a relati vely short history in
pageants. She began competing in local competitions in
200 1 at the age of 19. She has been the first runner-up in
five of her six pageants.
She won the sixth pageant, earning the title of Miss
Springfield, which is the title she competed with in the
Miss I1lino is pageant. Not only was she third runner-up,
but she also won the Miss America Scholar Award.
eaming a $ 1.000 scholarship.
Harold 's sister, Erika, also competed in the
competition under the title of Mi ss Land of Lincoln. She
won the contest, and the sisters made hi story by being
the o nly pair of sisters to place in the top five in the Miss
Illinois pageant.
Then on Sept. 2 1, Harold and her family were in the
audience as Erika was crowned Miss A merica.
" We were jumping up and down and screaming. there
were shouts of joy," Harold told The Daily Eastern
News.
Competitiors in today's pageants are forced to face the
stigma with which pageantry is viewed in today's
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society.
However, Miss Illinois and Miss America have taken
an academic turn in recent years.
Harold says that competing in pageants is good for her
career because she is considering going into
broadcasting, and competing offers her good expe1ience
and exposure.
Harold stressed the importance of the platform portion
of the competition. Many people are unaware that the
majority of the scores the competitors receive is weighed
on the interview and platform portions of the
competition.
In addition to the interviews, competitors also have to
compete in the swimsuit and talent compeitions. Haro ld
sang " Refl ections'' from the Disney movie Mul an,
though she did not enjoy the sing ing or the swi msuit
portions as much.
·T ve always been kind of stage shy," she said. "What I
really enjoy is the interviewi ng and the platform."
Though Harold did not win Miss ll linois, she is
interested in helping children through her position of
Mi ss Springfield. She works with Illinois teen reach
program, DARE, and is a Big Sister to a local girl
through a local Big Brother/ Big Sister program.
··rve gotten to be a positive ro le model," she said. "1
hope to always be involved with an organization like Big
Brothers/Big Sisters.''
She also spoke at a lecture with Lura Lynn Ryan.
Illinois' First Lady, about sexual abstinence and
education.

(Above) Alexandra (left) and Erika Harold were the first
sisters to ever make it to the top five in the Miss Illinois
pageant. Alexandra, a senior journalism major, won third
runner-up. Erika graduated from the University of
Illinois.
Photo courtesy or The Daily Eastern News and www.missll.org

(left) Erika Harold expresses her surprise and excitement
immediately after being crowned Miss America on Sept.
21. Alexandra Harold told the Daily Eastern News that
she and her family were in the audience jumping up and
down, screaming and shouting when Erika won.
Photo courtesy of The Daily Eastern News and the Associated Press
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Many choices when it
comes to college living
Whether students preferred to live in dorms or apartments, Charleston
offered enough options to satisfy everyone's tastes
by brian roche

Counseling Center, Eastern students that li ve on campus
earn better grades. especially in their sophomore year,
than those who live in an off-campus apartment or house.
Every year, students have a wide variety of choices
"Living on campus is a good idea because there are not
whe n it comes to choosing where to live. They have onnearly as many things that a student has to do for
campus options s uch as a traditionaJ double-occupancy
themselves. Cooking, cleaning bathrooms and general
room, a Stevenson suite, buying out a room as a single,
maintenance are all taken care of by the residence halls.
getti ng a deluxe double room in Carman, getting a
Because of this, students have more time available to
physical single in Pemberton or getting an apartment in
them to study," said Onestak.
M ike Hardy, a junior computer information systems
Un iversity Court or University Apartments. Besides that,
major, doesn't believe that location is
students have the option of moving off
campus after their freshman year and
important
when choosing where to live.
love living off campus.
"If you really need to be somewhere,
getting a house or apartment.
When my final class of you go, no matter the distance," said
For some students, the most
the day ends, there is
important factor in choosi ng where to
Hardy. "If I need to be at class, I' m
nothing I look forward to going to go whether it is a two minute
live is location.
"Usually when you look at an ad for
walk or 22 minute walk."
more than being as far
off campus housing. it'll say 'close to
Brandon Gwardys, a junior special
away from the campus as
campus."' I always say, 'Why live close possible.
education major, believes that where
to campus when you can li ve on
you live doesn ' t affect a student 's
campus,,. Chad Franks, marketing and
academic performance. Instead, he feels
-Bud Wierenga,
promotions specialist for University
it depends on the discipline and work
Housing and Dining Services, said.
junior English
ethic of each individual student.
"The best thing about li ving in
major
Some students feel that living off
Thomas Hall is that I can get up
campus gives them a nice break from
minutes before class, roll out of bed and
school that they wouldn' t get living in a
still make it on time to class because
donn.
the building is right outside my dorm," said Nate Brill, a
"I
love
li
ving
off
campus. When my final class of the
junior special education major.
day ends, there is nothing I look forward to more than
Living on campus guarantees students a short walk to
being as far away from the campus as possible." said Bud
classes and provides students additional services such as
Wierenga, a junior English major. "I see it as an escape
easier Internet connections and computer labs inside the
from the stress of school."
dorm buildings.
The convenie nce of eating in the residence halls is
"Because I live in the dorms. I have easy access to the
Internet, computer labs, quiet study areas and can meet
another factor that students look at when considering their
with teachers at their office con veniently-all I have to do li ving options.
is go outside and walk a few feet to their office building,"
"I like the fact that I can go eat and not have to worry
Becky Wisecup. a junior middle level education major,
about doing dishes. Another advantage of living in the
said.
residence halls is that I only have to worry about paying
According to Dr. David Onestak, the director of the
my long distance phone bill ," said Brill.

staff writer
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(Above) One of the deluxe double dorm rooms in Pemberton Hall
exemplifies that it has been personalized by its occupants. These rooms
are spacious enough to accommodate three to five people.
Photo by Amanda Vickery

(Below) Apartments can be cheaply given a personal touch with
photos and posters of a favorite artist, movie or musical group.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

options
galore
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students find ways
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(Above) Jil Gates, a junior elementary education
major, studies in her swimming pool outside of
Pemberton Hall.
(Right) Tony Ciolino, a freshman economics major,
hits a soccer ball on his head in the South Quad.
(Opposite page, above) Ross Henson, a freshman
undeclared major, eyes the cue ball and 7 ball
during a game with freshman music education
major Eric Craddock (not pictured) in Thomas
Hall lobby.
Photos by Colin McAuliffe

(Opposite page, below) Brad lies, a sophomore
political science major, plays ping-pong with a
friend in the Thomas Hall lobby.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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E I U 's
Construction
Master Plan
Despite many setbacks over the
last few years, Eastern's
construction plan sees much progress
by karen kirr
design editor

Eastern's three-phase construction Master Plan,
intended to materialize in 2017, was still in its early stages
in 2002. Stephen Shrake, architect manager for design and
construction, said significant work had been accomplished
with phase one projects.
Drafted in 1998 and approved by Eastern 's Board of
Trustees in April of 1999, the $400 million (tentati ve)
campus Master Plan is simply a guideline for the different
phases of proj ects. Each project is organized into phases
to assist in ranking the projects, with those contained in
the first phase the most imperati ve, said Carol Strode,
interim director of planning facilities and management, in
spring 2002.
With the renovati on of Booth Library and the food
court now complete, signi ficant strides have been made to
several of the other projects that entail the 10 project
phase one total, Shrake said.
Projects included in the aforementioned construction
phase were the new Human Services faci lity, the new
Doudna Fine Arts Center, a new complex that will house
life and physical science departments, a new Textbook
Rental Office, a Greek Court Housing unit, a Tarble Arts
Center addition and a new print center.
The new $6.2 million Human Services building, future
home of Health Services, Counseling Center and the
Speech, Language, and Hearing Center, was under
construction between Thomas and KJehm halls.
Ground was broken on the structure Aug. 5 by general
construction contractors Hannig Construction , Inc.
With the aging Doudna Fine Arts Center e mptied and
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students transfen·ed to temporary locations for art, music
and theater classes, significant asbestos abatement work
had to be completed before the building was uprooted in
the demolition process. The new fine arts center was
tentatively scheduled to be completed by the fall of 2005.
Other new structures, refurbishings and expansions in
phases two and three included an astronomy observ~to~y,
a chemical storage building, a computer network butldmg
and a university life-long learning center, the demolition
of Booth House, Brainard House, Linder House, Life
Science Annex, 154 University Apartments and the
international house, according to previous reports from
Strode.
However, notrung targeted for each phase will
necessarily be finished in that specific phase.
"An update to the Master Plan was presented to the
BOT at their June meeting," Shrake said. "The update
included revision of the Human Service location, Celestial
Observatory location , baseball stadium, language
changes, south Lantz parking lot expansion, a proposed
heat and power plant replacement, rec fields relocation
and a new chemical storage building."
Shrake said he expected this to be an annual
occurrence. He also said the Master Plan is a vision, and
not "cast in stone."
"In 15 years, it will not be as it appears today, but you
should be able to recogni ze the vision as stated in 1999,"
he said. "The ebb and flow of society will influence
changes in the plan just as has happened just in the past
three years."

Campus
gradually
blossoming
as work
continues

(Opposite page ) Construction on the new health
services moves along quickly outside of Thomas and
Klehm Halls as the foundation is built.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(Above) Jim Rose, a university laborer, does some
masonry work above a window of Booth Library.
Workers were removing old stone above the
windows, replacing the iron underneath, installing
weather resistance materials and putting up new
stone.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Right) A large pit between Klehm Hall and Thomas
Hall marks the spot of the future Health Services
building.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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The fences went up this fall as the Doudna Fine Arts Building renovations
and additions began. All of the fine arts students had cla.s ses elsewhere,
including on- and off-campus sites.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
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Students walk by the fenced-off area
near the future site of the new health
services building.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

Brittany Smoot, a freshman
education major, takes a temporary
detour on the east side of the South
Quad. Part of the sidewalk was
fenced off due to construction.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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Jesse Jackson conveys
views to Eastern's campus
by jessica
personette
editor-in-chief

as. assination against Saddamn Hussei n ·'one-bullet
diplomacy."
At the end of his speech, Jackson asked all those who
were not registered to vote to stand and come to the
front of the Grand Ballroom to register.
" You have the power to determi ne the course o f the
nation and the world," he said.

Applause filled the
Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther
King Jr. University
Union after Mon ique
Cook-Bey, assistant
director for student
life, introduced the
Rev. Jesse Jackson to
an audience of
students, faculty and
community members.
The applause
continued, but Rev.
Jackson didn't appear. Jesse Jackson greet s people before
beginning his speech Oct. 4 in the
After several
Grand Ba llroom of t he Martin
minutes of keeping
Luther King Jr. University Union.
the aud ience in
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
suspense, Jackson
finall y strolled into
the room and walked to the stage, casually shaking hands
with several peopl e in the front row.
The internationally-known - and sometimes
controversial - fi g ure visited EIU on Oct. 4 to promote
voter registration, express political views on threats of
war with Iraq and to he lp students begin a chapter of the
Rainbow-PUS H Coalition on campus.
Jackson sought to inspire students to register to vote
where they live, actually vote on election day, and take
action for causes in which they believe.
"You have no time to waste, because the tomorrow
you imagine may not be for you;· Jackson said. re ferring
to Martin Luther King Jr., who was killed at age 39.
"Tomorrow is not promised. We must do the best we can
thi s day."
In addition, Jackson described the change in the
country's climate from ''hope to fear" since the tragedy
of Sept. II . " We did not choose to get knocked down,
but we choose not to stay ·that way."
Jesse Jackson shakes hands with the audience before beginning his
He spoke s trongly against attempting a preemptive
speech Oct. 4 in the Grand Ballroom of t he Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
strike against Iraq , and he called a s tate-backed

Photo by Colin Mc.Auliffe
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(Above) The Rev.
Jesse Jackson and
Eastern's Interim
President Lou
Hencken meet
before Jackson's
Oct. 4 speech.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Left) After his
speech, Jackson
talks to Eastern
students about
forming a chapter
of the Rainbow/
PUSH Coalition on
campus.
Photo by Ste phen Haas
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Homecoming 2002
Life's a Game Show at EIU
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(Opposite page) Erin Grilec, senior
business management major,
paints with Laura Longtin,
sophomore social science major, on
the Alpha Phi window in the
walkway of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. Various Greek
organizations and residence halls
decorated the windows of the
walkway to get ready for
Homecoming.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Above) Joni Lupo, senior sociology
major, casts her vote for
Homecoming court in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Left) John Scaletta, a Lambda Chi
Alpha member, and Shelley Molt, a
Sigma Kappa member, won
Homecoming King and Queen Oct.
7 in Lantz Arena.
Photo by Jen Cravens
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Fun and games,
Panther pride
displayed at
Homecoming 2002
by robin augsburg
campus editor

The week of Homecoming fest ivities ended with a
game that few will forget.
It looked like Eastern Kentucky University was
goi ng to win. Eastern students began to lose hope and
started to file out of the stadium. Those who left
missed the game-winning play where Tony Romo ran
the ball in for a touchdown in the last seconds. This
made Bob Spoo, head football coach, the winningest
coach in EIU history.
The weather threatened to dampen the festivities
during the parade, which featured a wide variety of
floats, bands and other participants. Overcast skies led
to a short rain in the early afternoon had some
students groaning, remembering the torrential rainfall
at the Homecoming game the previous year.
Fortunately, the rain didn't last long, and the sun
decided to make an appearance for the game.
This year's theme was "Life is a Gameshow at
EIU," and each residence hall and organization had
their own individual show.
The Triad, which won in the residence hall
division, chose to do the theme "Where in the World
is Carmen Sandiego," and even had a picture of
Carmen floating among their wi ndow paintings
throughout the week.
Nick Slicer, a sophomore English major, said, "It
was a lot of fun helping organize an event for the
Triad, and the fact that we did well in the placing
made it even better."
Alpha Sigma Alpha and Sigma Nu won the Greek
division, and Epsilon Sigma Alpha won the RSO
division.
Even for thosewho didn't win, Homecoming was a
great experience. Erin Campbell , a sophomore
elementary education major, said, "It was great to see
a school of I 0,000 students get together and show
their Panther pride."
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(Opposite page) A representative
of Bike-n-Hike shows off some of
his moves by jumping over people
on 7th Street during the
Homecoming parade Oct. 12.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Rloats:A Homecoming
parade tradition

(Above) Members of the
Charleston Police Department
stand on 7th Street across from a
gathering Oct. 12. Many students
celebrated the parade with parties
and "beer breakfasts."
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Right) Alpha Phi Omega
fraternity's float depicts
"Supermarket Sweep" on their
float as its game show for
Homecoming 2002. The theme of
the event was "Life's a Game Show
at EIU."
Photo by Amanda Vickery
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tailgating

2 0 0 2
(Opposite page) Bryan Kelly, a senior
business major, shows off his wild side while
tailgating before the 2002 Homecoming
football game.
Photo by Amanda Vickery

(Left) Jeff Fudala, a senior marketing major,
tailgates Oct. 12 with members of Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity outside of O'Brien Field
in the tailgating area.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Below) For many Eastern students,
tailgating is a major portion of getting ready
for football games. These students tailgate
out of the back of a truck before the
Homecoming game.
Photo by Amanda Vickery
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Panthers
Slide
into Victory

DOWN

-

Other Homecoming winners
Royalty
King-John Scalcua (Lambda Chi Alpha)
Queen-Shelley M olt (Sigma K appa)
Prince-Michael Giampaolo (Sigma Pi)
Princess-Sarah Liulejohn (Delta Zeta)

Resident Hall Divis ion
I ~ t place-McKinney/Ford/Weller
2nd place-Pemberton
3rd place-Lawson/Andrews

RSO Division
I ~ t place-Ep~ilon Sigma Alpha
2nd place-Phi Sigma Pi/Delta Sigma Pi
3rd place-Alpha Phi Omega

Greek Division
1st place-Alpha Sigma Alpha/Sigma Nu
2nd place-Sigma Pi/Delta Zeta
3rd place- Alpha Gamma Delta/Sigma Phi Epsilon
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Many fans left before the end of the game thinking Eastern
Ke ntucky had won, but the Panthers grabbed the victory with only
seconds left on the scoreboard. The final score was 25-24.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

the game

2002
(Left) Panther junior flanker Devon O'Neal (No. 9)
celebrates with junior flanker Dawan:z:elle Hopson,
who carries senior quarterback Tony Romo off the
field. Romo made the game-winning touchdown run
as time ran out in Eastern's 25-24 win over Eastern
Kentucky in the Homecoming Game on Oct. 12.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(Below) The Homecoming Court stand on the football
field after being announced to the crowd during the
Homecoming football game against Eastern Kentucky.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
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Charlotte Mar t in, an Eastern Illinois Univerist y a lumna, walks with her parents, Becky and Joe Ma rtin, outside Buzzard Ha ll.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

Alwm's career moving up
by bianca sisson
Staff Writer

Charlotte M artin grew up in Charleston and graduated
from Eastern, but her career has since taken her to new
heights and new experiences well beyond Central Illinois.
Martin , 26, now li ves in Los A ngeles where she is
pursuing a career in the music business and finding much
success as a singer and songwriter. S he returned to her
ho metow n to visit fri ends and family and enlighten music
students who may aspire to follow in her steps.
Martin returned to her alma mater to discuss and share
her experiences in the music business with Eastern's Musical
Interactions class.
She has worked with producer Tom Rothrock, who has
worked with musicians like Beck, The Foo Fighters, Gwen
Stefani and Moby, according to her Web site. She also sang
"Bti ng on the Day" in Touchstone's 2002 movie, "Sweet
Home AJabruna."
''Bruce Flohr, my rutist and repertoire, gave my songs to
the soundtrack's music company," Ma1tin said. "The
company liked my voice and asked me to sing 'Bring on the
Day."'
Martin earned her bachelor of arts degree in vocal
performance from Eastern in 1998. During her days at
Eastern , she began writing and performing in and around the
Charleston area as well as the Chicago and Mil waukee areas.
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She then moved to Los Angeles to pursue her dream of
performing and writing, a press release said.
"My education at Eastern has helped me learn to deal with
people," Martin said. "I also learned a lot about different
types of music."
In the autumn of 2002, Martin performed in various clubs
and for benefits in and around Los Angeles. But she
continues to write, record and produce her own music from
her home, she said.
She hoped to have an album for RCA finished by the end
of2003.
"Then, basically after that, I will live on a bus," Mrut in
said.
Mat'tin said her greatest accomplishments so far include
owning a studio in her home, writing her own semiautobiographical comic book titled "766 6th Street" and
establishing a wonderful relationship with her boyfriend. In
addition, she will have her song "The Girl I Left Behind" on
a new CD for Lucky Brand Jean Stores.
Martin said that she felt it was important to come back and
speak to Eastem students.
" I came back because every little bit helps," Martin said.
"There are people in Charleston who buy records and there
are bands here."
Martin is the daughter of Joseph and Becky Martin.
Joseph Martin is an oboe professor at Eastern, and Becky
Martin has a bachelor's degree in vocal performance.

(Above) Charlotte Martin belts out a solo as she hovers over her keyboard. Martin's career has taken off since she graduated from
Eastern in 1998. (Below left) Martin records music at her piano. (Below right) The cover of the Sweet Home Alabama soundtrack
released in 2002. Martin sang " Bring on the Day" on the soundtrack.
Photos courtesy of charlottemartin.com and amazon. com.
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Charleston: Entertaining
mass quantities of students
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Ka
Boom
Bar boxing
back with a
vengeance
at Stix
During a boxing match
held at Stix Nov. 13
(right), Pete Bergstrom,
a senior economics
major, takes a chance
against Ben Duke, senior
journalism major. Duke
won the match in less
than a minute.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Gabriel Grant (opposite
page), a freshman
graphic design major at
Lake Land College in
Mattoon, paints a stein
at Hairy Potters. Hairy
Potters, a paint your own
pottery store on the
Square in Charleston,
opened at the end of
August 2002.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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NO WAY!!

While waiting for their food at Jimmy John's, Daniel Pfeiffer, freshman computer engineering major, and Dustin Newton, elementary
education major, read the newspaper after midnight. Jimmy John's is one of the places people go to fight late-night hunger.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Students have options; they
need to take advantage of them
by robin augsburg
campus editor

EIU students are notorious for complaining that
there is nothing to do in Charleston. Yet somehow.
they find ways to entertain themselves on the
weekends.
For those that have finally hit the magic age of2l,
the bars are a popular option. There are bars for those
who want to go out and dance, like Stu's or Stix, and
there are others more appropriate for just sitting and
relaxing, like the Uptowner.
Lucas Williamson, a senior accounting, busi ness
educatio n and administrative information systems
major, says that he prefers going to Marty's.
"It is a very social atmosphere and very
comfortable," he said. "Marty"s is the heart of
Eastern."
When Williamson is not out at the bars, he enjoys
just hanging out with his friends, just like many
students at EIU.
During Campus Perk in the basement of Thomas Hall Nov. 27,
Alan
Kershner, junior business marketing major, plays "Magic:
Pam Fisher, a junior marketing major, usually fills
The Gathering" card game with some friends.
her time hanging out with friends, going to the movies
Photo by Stephen Haas
or going bowling.
worki ng o n homework or s leepi ng," said
For movie options, students can go to Will Rogers
Williamson. "Days don't start until 4 p.m. on the
theater on the square in Charleston, or they can go to
weekends."
Showplace 8 in between Charleston and Mattoon.
Morales, on the other hand, says she usually
Fisher says that she usually goes to Will Rogers,
"but if it's a good (movie) that we all want to see, we
can't sleep in on the weekends. "Usually I use
that time j ust to veg or catch up o n homework."
will pay the money to go to Showplace 8."
The University Board works hard to try and
"(Will Rogers) is old, but it's good for $2.50," she
provide entertainme nt o n campus for students as
said. "Obviously, going to Showplace 8 has better
well. There is a regular stream of comed ia ns and
quality and more comfortable seating, but $2.50 is a
bands th at perform at 7 th Street U nderground in
good deal."
Meghan Morales, a sophomore secondary
the Martin Luthe r King Jr. University Union . UB
was also ab le to bring the band Everc lear to
ed ucatio n and E ng li sh major, chooses to spend
most of he r weekend s go in g to ho use parties o r
campus in October because of the new ly added
participating in the occas ional functions for the
concert fee.
Alpha Sigma Tau sorori ty, of whic h she is a
The newly remodeled bowling alley in the
member. But most students need a break from
union is another possible fo rm of enterta inme nt
goi ng ou t a ll the time.
studen ts ca n rake advantage of at El U. Fisher
"Just thi s weekend my roomm ate and I d idn 't
said or the new renovations, ''I like how they
wa nt to do the whol e 'goi ng o ut ' thing, so we just have au to mat ic scorin g."
Wh il e Charleston wi ll probably never ha ve the
re nted a movie and ate popcorn," sa id Morales.
Not on ly do studen ts have Friday and Saturday diversity of weekend ac t ivities as a big ci ty, the re
are sti ll plenty of options out the re fo r students to
nig hts to fill with activ ities. but also Saturday
keep themselves entertained. They just need to go
and Sunday during the day.
ou t a nd find them.
" Durin g the days, I am eit her watching TV,
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By concentrating on the initiative,
police were better able to curb
underage drinking near campus
by john chambers
staff writer

Project 2 1, a s tate program through the Illinois Liquor
Control Commission to curb underage drinking, continued
its second phase of education and training by conducting a
forum Nov. 14, aimed at a stude nt-dominated audience of
over 400.
The forum was the fi rst of its kind to be conducted on a
college campus, said Marty Ruhaak, student vice
pres ident of public affairs.
Director of the program, Marie O ' Brie n, and Illinois
State Police Captain George Murray, deputy director of
investigations for the Illino is Liquor Control Commission,
conducted the presentation that covered the aspects of the
proj ect, the penalties of underage drinking and even the
health conseque nces at drinking at a young age.
O ' Brie n said the project locally is a coll aborative effort Project 21 has been implemented in an attempt to prevent
between Mayor Cougill, local liquor commiss ioner,
underage students from amassing alcohol collections like the one
pictured here.
Charleston Po lice Departme nt and the Illino is State
Police.
Photo illustration by Colin McAuliffe
Project 2 1 started before fal l 200 1. S he said the project
alcohol also are ofte n penali zed and not covered if anyone
started in s ix main Illino is college towns and polled
underage drinking.
presses charges for selling to minors.
Many p osters Proj ect 2 1 uses to discourage underage
"Eighty percent (of underage s tude nts) had
experimented with alcohol. 65 percent had bought alco hol drinking were des ig ned by Eastern stude nts, said O ' Brie,
in their college tow n in the last 30 days,'' O 'Brien said.
who also is an Eastern graduate.
"Once they get used to buying alcohol in their college
Project 2 1 is funded through the Illinois Traffi c
towns, they go and buy it in their ho me towns."
Highway Commission and fees from liquor licenses,
S he said Co les County was the third highest in the state O'Brien said.
It is one program that will be a lasting state project,
for failure rates in serving minors, but is now the fifth
highest s ince the project began and in the 51 to 60 percent Murray said.
fai I ure bracket.
Project 2 1 had conducted bar raids in the past, but this
year is focused on educatio n, Ruhaak said.
Bar owners, bouncers and others with a local liquor
This forum and posters are part of educating stude nts,
license have already been educated. 0 ' Brien said liquor
but videos were given to Residence Hall Assistants last
license holders suffer a penaJty of up to a year in jai l,
$2,500 fin e and possibly losing their license for selling to
year to inform students living in the hall s about underage
drinking, O ' Brien said.
minors, a Class A mi sdemeanor. She said servers that se ll
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Authorities
share details
about alcohol
laws
During a presentation In Coleman Hall on Oct. 21
entitled "How to Drink and Not Get Arrested,"
University Police Department Lt. Chris Stone went
over alcohol related fines, university statistics
and medical advice regarding drinking.
Joe Kaczmarek, senior accounting major and
doorman at Marty's, checks the ID of Jason
Antesberger, senior elementary education major,
on a Saturday night.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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Brad Shenaut, a freshman career
and technology education major,
and Nicole Breeden, a freshman
environmental biology major, share
an umbrella as they walk past
Booth Library on a rainy Sunday
afternoon in September.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis

ettin'aroun
Whether it's the Panther Express, their feet or cars, students find
a means to get where they need to go during any given day
by robin aug sburg
campus editor

Being busy college students means always having
someplace to go and a variety of ways to get there.
Whether a student is trying to get home, to Wa i-Mart, or
even just to class, there are a variety of options to get him
or her where they need to be.
The fi rst and fo remost place that students shoul d be
heading is toward classrooms. Most students appear to
feel that their own two feet are the only necessary
transportation needed to go from the ir residence to the
academic buildings.
Laura Pettinger, a freshman special education maj or
and resident of Taylor Hall , said, " I don' t think the bus
(Panther Express) is really necessary unl ess you' re in
Carman because that can be a lo ng walk from Carman to
Old Main."
Some students do choose to ride bikes to class though.
And for those students that li ve farther off campus or
commute to EIU from the surrounding area, a car may be
the o nly option to get to campus.
As for the ever popular Wai-Mart run, some students
without cars may rely on friends who do. Robyn
Davidson, a freshman secondary education major, sa id
that her friends only ask fo r rides "occasionally."
"They take the bus to Wai-Ma11," she said. Other
students have found that the Panther Express is a
convenient opti on as well.
"It's nice that it runs every 30 minutes, so if you miss
one, there is one coming right after:· said Pettinger. 'The
d rivers are nice too."
While the stop to Show Place 8 in Mattoon wasn't used
by students during its ftrst weekend, Pettinger said the
new stop "will be reall y handy." Once more students learn
about the new stop, it may become more popular.
When it comes to getting to places outside of
Charleston, Davidson shares her car with her roommate.
They have known each other si nce high school and both
work at the Sonic in Mattoon. Davidson allows her
roommate usc of the car to get to and from work.

Dav idson also takes her roommate and another girl
from the same area home on breaks. When asked if that
causes problems with when she gets to leave and come
back, she said, "Not reall y because I set the time."
Pettinger, on the other hand, has to take the Suburban
Express. a bus that leaves from Charleston and has several
drop-offs in the Chicago su burbs, to get home on breaks.
She said it usual ly takes between three to three and a half
hours to get from Charlesto n to Woodfield Mall near
Chicago.
"My ride is around three and a half hours," she said.
"But you don't think about the time if you have
something to do li ke read or music to listen to. It goes
faster.··
For those students lucky enough to have a car at their
disposal to get them where they need to go, be grateful.
For those that don ' t, don' t fret. There are plenty of other
o ptio ns available to get you where you need to go.

Joseph Malone (above), a sophomore African-American studies
major, waits to get on the Panther Express.
Photo by Keith Battleson
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Securing the campus
Eastern's night assistants stay up late to ensure students' safety
by robin augsburg
Campus Editor

Anyone who has li ved in one of the residence halls has
probably seen a night assistant s itting in a lobby late into
the night. Most of the time they just sit and watch
televis ion or do homework, so most students don't usually
see what night assistants actually do.
Night assistants are stude nts hired to watch over the
residence halls between the hours of midnight and 4 a.m.
and work in conjunction with the Uni vers ity Po lice
Department and Uni versity Housing. Kelly Gilli am, a
senior physical educati on major, said that night assistants
enforce rules like Residence Hall Assistants do.
William Wall , a senior psycho logy maj or, said, " We' re
posted in the residence hall s to maintain security. We
report incidences to UPD or university housing,
depending on the incident, maintain vis ibility in and
outside of the buildings and basicall y assist UPD in
whatever way they see fit."
Tyro ne Garner, a junior mus ic educatio n major who
started night assisting this fall, adds that nig ht ass is tants
are there to make sure that nothing gets stolen or broken
and that students don' t hurt themselves.
One of the hardest parts of the job is when a ni ght
assistant has to bust someone they know, said Gilliam.
Garner said, " I've lost a few fri ends doing this j ob."
Wall thinks that one of the hardest parts is stay ing up.
·'The first three hours go by reall y fast, but that last
hour is tough," he said.
Gilliam has worked in every residence hall as a night
assistant, and she said that Carman is the hall with the
most incident reports, making it one o f the most difficult
hall s to watch. She said that working at the Tri ad is
diffi cult, too, because there are three buildings to watch
instead of just one.
Wall feels that the job has all owed him to see how
police work.
"I appreciate what they do. The ones around here are all
reall y nice peopl e and genuine ly care about student safety,
he said.
Of course, when working on a college campus, there
are bound to be interesting stories.
Garner and two other night ass istants chased a guy
around Carman after he came into the common room
hitting things and making a lot of no ise. T he three of them
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caught up w ith the g uy, only to see him already cuffed and
turned around against a UPD car.
Wall recounts an occurrence o ne night when he was
working at Pe mberton. "There were a set o f g uys that
peed on the front o f Old Main while singing 'I' m Proud to
be an A meri can.' One ran off with his pants around his
ankles when the cops I called on him came."
Gilliam to ld of a time when a g irl went up to the guys'
side o f Carman after visiting hours. T he students locked
the door of the room they were in and refu sed to open it.
A UPD offi cer had to come, so the students were charged
with criminal trespassing, instead of just being written up
for the incident.
·Those are the extreme cases. Most people respond
pretty nicely to our requests," said Wall.

jason Schertz, a junior graphic design major, practices playing his
guitar while working the night shift from midnight to 4 a.m. as a
night assistant. Many workers take advantage of the time to work
on homework or their hobbies.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(Above) Brittany Leslie, a
sophomore sociology major, is the
night assistant for Pemberton Hall
on Saturday nights. Brittany said
she really enjoys her job because
she is a night person and has time
to catch up on some good reading.
Photo by Ama nda R. Vickery

(Left) Emily Kenney, a junior
finance and spanish major, studies
and takes notes while working as a
night assistant at Andrews Hall.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
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Fall
Commencement

2002

Kevin Collins waves to family members and friends during
ceremonies Dec. 14 in Lantz Arena. Collins recieved his degree
in health studies.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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(Above) Members of the Eastern ROTC Panther
Batallion present the colors during fall
commencement ceremonies in Lantz Arena.
(Above right) Student marshals, selected from among
students in the Honors Program, help pass out
diplomas during Dec. 14 graduation ceremonies.
(Below right) Graduates pause for a moment of
reflection.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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Students weigh in on what keeps
them tuned into their studies

other hand, he said you can do nothing to make him feel
good if he's studying science.
Perry calls himself a procrastinator, but he said he
"The telephone was invented
always ends up finishing work in time, so his
by... umm ...hey, that's a nice
procrastination doesn ·t get the best of him. He aJso works
song !... Alexander Graham Bell...phew! .. .I need a break.
off-campus and feels that his job is time-consuming.
I've been studying continuously for the last...20 minutes?''
Lindsey Nawjowsky, a junior English major, calls
Does this sound fami liar? No wonder if it does. I was
herse lf "procrastinator No. l" and studies non-stop for
really upset with my study habits, and as we all know, it is four to five hours per day. But she procrastinates and gets
a big consolation to find others in the same mess as
too easily distracted, so she says she has to study without
yourself. I asked some Eastern students about their study
a break to make up for the lost time. She is aJ so a Sunday
habits, and found that they vary depending on the subjects night study person, as she believes in enjoying her
they are studying and how they study them.
weekend to the maximum.
Bridie Cheeseman, a junior business major, is an
As a resident adviser for Lincoln Hall, Coleen
exchange student from the United Kingdom who has 12
O' Connor does not let her job interfere with her work. In
credit hours this semester. On an average day, she studies
fact, this junior science major likes being on duty at night
for about five hours after class. She studies non-stop for
as it allows her to study in complete silence. On an
30 minutes and takes only a two-minute break. Despite
average day, she studies for about two hours.
this, she gets time to enjoy herself.
"I enjoy studying education and genetics, but you
Some students like to have music in the background
cannot convince me to like physics,'' she said. " It just flies
while they study. Business graduate student Abdul Jabbar
over my head."
Sani studies for about six to eight hours each day,
Demarko Taylor, a senior political science major,
preferably alone, with some jazz music in the background. studies for 30 minutes each day without a break. He gets
He has classes only on Wednesday and Thursday, so the
easily distracted, therefore, he prefers studying in lounges
rest of the week he studies at home.
in the library. He works at the front desk in Stevenson
Sani, like many students, finds it is easier to study
HaJJ , and finds that a good time to study, as well.
subjects he enjoys. His all-time favorite subject is
marketing, as he feels he is a born marketer.
"My dislikes keep shifting back and forth from
(Opposite page, top) Anne Rademacher, a junior middle
financing to accounting. where the intensity of hatred is
level education major, studies in the Newman Catholic
directly proportional to the number of assignments," he
Center's lounge. The lounge is a prime hotspot for latenight studiers.
said.
Wayne Perry, a sophomore physical education major,
Photo by Karen Kirr
studies two to three hours on an average day with breaks
in between. He still enjoys his weekend to the limit, he
(Opposite page, bottom) Sarah Anderson, a freshman
undecided major, and Cathy Cloran, a freshman business
said. Like many of us, Perry gets easily distracted, so he
administration
major, work on an English research paper
said he likes to study alone. He said when it comes to
in the Andrews Hall lobby.
studying physical education, he cannot be bored. On the
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by sarah zaman

staff writer

Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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studying hotsp((Jts
Academic buildings apartments
coffee shops bed
dorm lounges

dorm room s
Newman Center
24-hour study lab in Mlk union

Booth library
Food Court

cafeteria
Java B & B
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Study in groups • • •
(Right) Ronesha Franklin, a
junior biology major, and
Janelle Cazy, a sophomore
undeclared major, study in
Booth Library, a popular study
spot on campus.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Below) Audra Koerner, a
freshman health studies major,
Jamie Jaczak, also a freshman
health studies major, and Maria
Santoio, a freshman elementary
education major, work on a
group project for their human
physiology class in the lobby of
Andrews Hall.

~/

I

Photo by Colin McAuliffe

the residence halls
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Booth Library

form room

(left) Derek Clem, a freshman sculpture major, and Ryan Kemp,
a freshman English major, study in the lobby of Taylor Hall on
Dec. 2 as they try to get back into the swing of things after
Thanksgiving Break.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Below) Brian Owens, a graduate student studying clinical
psychology, types up a 20-page paper on his laptop computer
at Jitters and Bliss on lincoln Avenue.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis

apartment or house

classroom building

coffee shop

or. • •
c
c..
'<

alone
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Miss
Black
EIU
by jennifer chiariello
staff writer

Angela Christine Beard, a freshman
communication disorders and sciences major
from Phoenix, was the winner Feb. 21 of the
Miss Black EIU 2003 pageant.
" I was surprised. I was overwhelmed with
joy. It was mostly disbelief because I won in
all four categories. I was in shock," Beard
said.
This year's pageant marked the end of the
reign of Kia Che'Yaughn Gowder, a senior
psychology major.
The title of the 2003 Miss Black EIU
pageant was, "Do you remember me, the
black woman?" The purpose of the theme was
to remember and honor all women, not just
black women, Gowder said. However, the
focus was primarily on black women and their
struggle, from African queens to the present.
Contestants for the title of Miss Black EIU
2003 included Ashayla Scott, a sophomore
management major from Peoria; Kaylin
Gordon, a freshman speech communication
major from Calumet Park, and Beard.
The contestants were judged according to
creative expression, talent, African garment
and evening gown competitions, as well as
their response to an impromptu question.
Angela Beard, a freshman communications disorders and sciences major, poses for
"I thought it was a great experience,"
t he crowd after winning t he 2003 Miss Black EIU pageant on Feb. 22 in t he Grand
Gordon said. " It was different. It helped me Ba llroom of the Ma rtin Lut her King Jr. University Union.
get over stage fright. It's a lot of work; you
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
have to be committed, but overall it was
Enterprise, Miss Ebony and Miss Scholarship.
good."
The Miss Ebony award was given to Gordon, the Miss
Contestants competed for scholarships, pri zes and
Scholarship and Miss Enterprise awards were given to
special awards, in addition to special recognition awards
Scott, and Miss Congeniality and Miss Togetherness were
for Miss Congeniality, Miss Togetherness, Miss
awarded to Beard.
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"It's a lot of hard work, but it's a lot of fun. It's worth
it, and l encourage any women to participate in it if they
have the opportunity," Scott said.
The contestants were given plaques for each special
recognitio n award and Beard received a trophy in all three
categories of the pageant.
Some prizes g iven to contestants thro ughout the
pageant included g ift certificates, jewelry, bed sets, a TV
and
DVD player.
The opening number of the pageant included a dance
and formal introduction of the contestants to the crowd
and judges. Each contestant represented a different
characteristic of women: strength, wisdom and courage,
Gowder said.

In the creative ex pression category, contestants were
given the opportunity to speak on an issue of great
importance to them and express that issue in a creative
manner, Gowder said.
Scott spoke about AIDS, Gordon spoke on being a
slave to fashion and Beard spoke on alcoholism and
dealing with drinking and driving.
The duties of Miss Black EIU include participating in
campus functions, and she is obligated to speak at
organi zations' functions when asked if her schedule
permits, Gowder said. Also, in events that the Black
Student Union holds, she is responsible for making an
appearance or helping out in any way possible. She
should also be involved in the community.

(Above) Kia Gowder, Miss Black EIU 2002 and a
senior psychology m ajor wit h a m inor in African
American studies, crowns Angela Beard, a
freshman communication d isorders and
sciences major, as Miss Black EIU 2003.
Photo By Rebecca Hutchison

(l eft) Angela Beard, Miss Black EIU 2003
(seated), poses for a p icture with Kaylin
Gordon, first runner-up (upper left) and
Ashayla Scott, second runner-up aft er the Miss
Black EIU 2003 competition.
Photo By Rebecca Hutchison
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Ramo wins Payton Award
by matt meinheit

passes, 85. He fini shed the season eighth in the nation in
passing effi ciency, completing 63.4 percent o f hi s passes.
He threw fo r 3, 165 yards thi s season to e nd hi s collegiate
Senior quarterback To ny Romo was named the 16th
career with 8.2 12 yards, second best in Eastern and OVC
w inner of the Walter Payto n Award Dec. 19 at the
history.
Di vision 1-AA Co llege Football Awards held in
"He avoided ups and downs hi s entire career,··
C hattanooga, Tenn . He received 24 firstEastern offensive coordinator Roy
pl ace votes and 268 po ints to beat out
Wittke said. " He played very
Villanova senior quarterback Brett
consistently for us."
G ordon (245 points) and Grambling
Romo is the seventh quarterback
sophomore quarterback Bruce Eugene
to w in the award, but the first
(234 ).
quarterback to win s ince Montana's
" I was s hocked," Romo said . " I really
Dave Dickerson won in 1995.
thought the k id fro m Villanova was
Romo is the first player fro m
going to win ."
Eastern w win the highest honor in JRomo said when he arri ved in
AA footbaJI. He is also the only
Chattanooga he heard people talking
player in Ohi o Va lley Conference
about his performances against Di visio n
history to win the award, which was
1-A opponents Hawaii (30-53, 3 19 yards,
establi shed in 1987 by The Sports
4 touchdowns) and Kansas State (23-35,
Network.
169, I to uchdown).
' T ony is a tre mendous young
"As it came closer to the time o f the
man to be around," Wittke said. '"He
awards, r felt better about my chances,"
is very positi ve. He approached the
Ro mo said.
game and played the game with a
Ro me's performance against Hawaii
tre mendous amount of passion and
and Kansas State were a big factor in his
enjoyed it. He had a lot o f fun doing
selection.
it."
" He had two pretty good games
The Payton award w ill be added
aga inst pretty good I-A teams that went
to Ro me's list o f awards, along with
to bow l games," Moss said . "And if you
being named First Team Allreprescntl-AA well (against 1-A teams),
A merican and the only person in
In an early season practice, Tony Romo
the voters wi ll think well of you."
looks
to
make
a
pass
to
a
teammate.
hi story to be named OVC offensive
Romo·s record w ith the Panthers (8-3 Photo by Stephen Haas
in the regular season) and steady pl ay was
' Pl ayer of the Year' three times.
another factor in his selecti on according
Ro mo spe nt the day after the
to Moss.
awards writing thank you letters to the Walter Payto n
'"Winning was a maj or factor in him w inning the
Award Voters, be rorc he left for Florida to workout w ith
Payton award,'' Moss said. " Hi s consiste ncy too; he never
13 other collegiate athletes who s igned w ith the sports
had a bad game, the defense didn' t mauer, the quality o f
agency
International Management Group.
opponent d idn' t matter. That i ~ something voters took
··1 thought it was im portant to thank the voters and
notice or:·
show that I appreciated it.'" Ro mo said.
Romo broke Eastern and OVC passing records in sing le
season touchdown passes. 34, and career to uchdown
staff writer
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Thompson drafted into MLS
by matt meinheit
staffwriter

With the 15th overall selection in the 2002 Major
League Soccer Super Draft, the Dallas Burn selected
Eastern forward Jason Thompson Jan. 17, making him
the first player in school hi story drafted by the league.
Thompson is guaranteed a roster spot with the Burn as
part of hi s Proj ect-40 contract. He will join a Dallas team
that came withi n one game of semifinals last year and
fini shed the season 12-9-7, the third-best record in the
MLS.
Thompson was the Burn's second selection in the draft.
The Burn entered the draft with three of the top 15
selections.
Dallas should make a good fit fo r the Garl and, Texas
nati ve.
"It's exciting, especially with him going back in his
hometown," Eastern head coach Adam Howarth said. "I
know hi s family is pretty excited about it."
The Burn's head coach Mike Jeffri es agrees Thompson
is a good fit with hi s team. " We have experienced players
fo r him to learn from,"
Jeffries said. "It's a good fit
for us and him as well."
The Burn was looking to
add some youth to their team
in this year's draft.
"We felt like we wanted
one more young fell ow on
our team," Jeffries said.
"And two, we wanted to
make our team better by
getting the best pl ayer
available."
As a Project-40 (a
program for high school and
college soccer players) draft

pick, the Burn views Thompson as a developing talent.
" He is a Project-40 player," Jeffries said. "That makes
a develo pmental guy, so we will let him take his time and
develop a little bit."
However, Howarth be lieves Thompson could see some
time in his first year in the MLS.
"If he works hard, and I know he wi ll, he will have a
good shot at getting some playing time," Howarth said.
Thompson will have famili ar faces on the team. The
Burn also drafted Thompson's Missouri VaHey
Conference opponent Creighto n forward Mike Tranchilla.
Tranchilla was selected 34th overall by the Bum.
Dallas will not try to move Thompson from his
fo rward position.
"He has a great work atti tude and is very acti ve at
freeing himself up for the ball," Jeffries said.
Thompson ends his three-year career at Eastern with
40 goals and 16 assists. He made an immediate impact on
the team his freshman year with 2 1 goals ( 1.11 per game)
and 49 points (2.58 per game).
Among the several honors Tho mpson received during
his collegiate career are
Second Team AllAmerica selection by
College Soccer Online
and Soccer America's
Freshman AJJ-America
squad in his freshman
year.
When this story
went to press, Thompson
was in Portugal
competing with the
Under-23 U.S. National
team and was
unavail able for
comment.

Eastern forward Jason
Thompson kicks a ball around
lakeside Field. This season
Thompson scored 14 goals for
the Panthers
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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Express yourself
by natalie esposito
staff writer

Crystal Simon, a senior biology maj or, has five
tattoos and seven piercings, not including the four sets
of earrings she has in
each ear.
"When I was
younger, I had a cousi n
who went away to
college and got a tattoo
and her tongue
pierced," Simon said. "I
looked up to her, and
she took me to get
my first piercing when I
was 15. Ever since then
I' ve been addicted."
Her first tattoo, at the
age of 17, was done out
of someone's house.
Simon and three of her
best friends got their
names tattooed across
their ankles before
graduation.
Simon has added ink
and metal to ten body
parts from professional
studios in Charleston
and Mattoon.
During her freshman
year, she added a wraparound of red roses to
her first tattoo and has no regrets on getting any
tattoos or piercings.
" 1 have no regrets, not after spending so much
money and time," she said. "My first tattoo was
meaningful ; it was something we all could remember.
We all got our first tattoos together, and all my tattoos
mean something."
Body art is common on Eastern 's campus, and many
students provide business for Dink's Body Art, Li ving
Color Tattoos and Ink Spot Tatu'z of Mattoon and
Charleston. Students have gone under the needle for many
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reasons: fad, impulse or expression. Body rut is not just a
decision of ink or metal; there ru·e heallh, career and social
aspects to consider.
Simon recently sat for her seventh piercing, a ting in the
cartilage of the inner ear called a
treagus, done by Kenny Alexander,
the owner of lnk SpotTatu'z in
Charleston.
"I'm pretty much done with
piercings," she said. ''I may do
some more eanings, but I plan to
add some color and design to a
couple tattoos. I will defmitely
add to the panther paws going up
my leg."
Ink Spot's walls were covered
with colorful tattoo designs. Two
large glass cases of metal jewelry
created a thin walkway to the
sitting area for tattoos and
piercings. Ink Spot is cmrently the
only tattoo studio in Charleston.
Eastern student.;; ru·e regulru·
customers, said Alexander, who has
owned Ink Spot for 2 1/2 years.
The most common location for a
piercing this semester has been the
nose,'' he said. ''The most common
placement for a tattoo has been on
!.he lower back."
"I've always wanted to be paid to
do what I love," he said. "It's vi1tually impossible to get
paid being an rutist and if you do you have to be an rutist for
higher, so all the blood, sweat and teru·s are for someone
else. With tattooing, I am able to do rut and get paid. I Like
what I do."
Alexander ha<> two tattoos, a Christian symbol on his
back and a collage that covers his whole leg. "Both tattoos
have been inspired by tife experiences," he said. "The
Christian symbol is small, but my otl1er tattoo is a life story
that consumes my whole leg."

What are the piercing and tattoo trends? A look at how
Eastern students have chosen to adorn their bodies
Billy Peck, a senior English major, is a clean-cut honors student and
said people are surprised to find out that he has two tattoos and a piercing.
"Most people can't even tell and wouldn't expect that I have my tongue
pierced and the same with the tattoos on my ankle and back that arc
usually covered by clothing."
Peck said that his fascination with body art could be related to the
attention tattoos and piercings bring.
"AJI of my body art is in less visible places,"
Peck said. " f didn't do it at all for other people to
see. I put the tattoos and piercings in less
visible places so they would be out of the way.
I don't want that to be the first thing people
judge me by."
A lthoug h S imon and Peck did not experience
any problems with their body art; many people
have experienced infections from tattoos and
piercings.
When a person gets a piercing or a tattoo,
following after-care instructions is importam,
but risk preventi on needs to take place before
the body art happens, said Eric Dav idson,
assistant director of Health Services.
"It's up to each person to decide what's right
for them," he aid . "Health issues need to be
thought about as well as research into the artist performing the body
art. Students should make sure they go to a well establi shed studi o
with a provider that has a good reputation."
Healing times and after-care vary based on the pierci ng or
location o f the tattoo.
Davidson explained that infection from piercings can occur
anywhere on the body.
'·Naval piercings take 4-8 months to heal and are at higher risJ...s
for infection than ear piercings," he said. A piercing in the mouth
can take 3-6 weeks to heal and are most likely to become infected
because of the bacteria already present in the mouth."
In addition to health risks, there are also career risks.
Visible tattoos and pierci ngs have caused individuals to be
stereotyped or looked at negatively, especiall y by possible
empl oyers.
There is a rule of 13 decorative items that an interviewee can
wear, and items such as belt buckles, buttons, earrings, neck laces,
rings and piercings have caused individuals to be stereotyped or
looked at negati vely, especially by possible employers.

Photo by Rtbecca Hutchison
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concerts

(Opposite page) Art Alexakis, guitarist and lead
vocalist for Everclear, rocked Lantz Arena Oct.
26.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Above) Adam Duritz, lead singer of Counting
Crows, sings to the crowd during a concert April
18 in Lantz Arena. About 3,000 students
attended the concert.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(left) Leigh Nash, lead singer for Sixpence None
the Richer, sings April 18 in Lantz Arena. The
band played as an opening act for the Counting
Crows.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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players
have
more
fun ...
(Left) Adam Richman performs
Sept. 26 during Acoustic Cafe in
the 7th Street Underground.
Richman was in town in as part of
his nationwide college tour.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Right) Joe Snell, right (John Lennon) and Jack
Wilkie (George Harrison), two members of the
Britles, a Beatles tribute band, covered famous
songs from the Fab Four Sept. 14 in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Louise Harrison, sister of the
late George Harrison, was on hand to greet the
crowd of I 00 that turned out for the event.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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(Left) Jonell Mosser of Freedom
Sings, who can be heard on movie
soundtracks "Hope floats" and
"Boys on the Side," sings April 16.
The group performed many songs
throughout U.S. history that have
been censored, as a celebration of
the First Amendment and free
speech.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Right) Lead singer Cassidy and
acoustic guitarist Kristen
Henderson from the rock group
Antigone Rising jam Nov. 16 at 7th
Street Underground.
Photo by Dan Lee
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Mertz found guilty in
McNamara murder case
Former Eastern student becomes first in state to receive death
penalty since governor's commutations in early January
by shauna gustafson
staff writer

Former Eastern student Anthony B. Mert t. is guilty
of the June 12, 200 I murder of Eastern student
Shannon McNamara, as determined by aj ury Feb. 12,
after eight intense day~ of testimony. evidence and
arguments.
The jury, composed of seven men and fi ve women,
found Men z guilty of first-degree
murder, home in vasion and
aggravated criminal sexual assault
after about three hours or
deliberati ons.
Mert1. reacted to the verdict simpl y
by closing hi s eyes as he was lleclared
guilty of first-degree murder.
Final deliberations on M e n~. · s
sentence lasted about 2 I/2 hours. On
Feb. 26, the j ury deli vered a death
sentence to Mertz, making him the
first person in the state scnLenced to
death since former Gov. George Ryan
cleared death row in earl y January.
McNamara's mother, Cindy, shouted: ''You got him
Shannon. Shannon did it. You destroyed that ev il," as
the McNamara family consoled each other and
appl auded the sentence at the end of almost fi ve week!>
of jury selecti on, tri al and sentencing.
··It was obviously emoti onal for the entire famil y,"
John Deutinger, Mc Nam ara · ~ uncle, said after the
verdict was read. 'There ·s no words. For me,
personall y, this helps ... (but) it doesn' t bring Shannon
back."
State's Attorney Steve Ferguson said he was pleased
with the verdict.
"It's very gratifying work.ing with the famil y:
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they' rc a great group of people:· Fcrgu~o n said. ·'You
develop attachment s.··
He said the famil y simpl y said "thank you" after the
verdict was read.
Defense attorney Paula Phillips said she was sad
after heari ng the jury's deci!>ion. and said the police
work on the case had been "incompetent and sloppy."
and she was "ama1.ed and appalled" the j ury decided
the way they did.
' Tm tired, sad," she said. "Now two
li ves have been destroyed instead of one."
Ferguson responded to Phillips·
statement by saying the j ury apparenll y did
not agree. ''I thi nk the j ury's verdict ~pea k s
for itself," he sa id.
On Feb. 27, a final hearing formally
sentenced Mertz to death and and also
sentenced MertL. to 60 years in ptison for
home in va..,ion in connecti on with the
murder. He was transferred to Statesville
Prison in Joliet.
Although his execution date was set for
May 5. Mcttz's lawyers filed a motion of
appeal on March 27 to "enter judgment of acquittal
notwithstanding
.... the verd ict, or in the alternative ... to
order a new triaL.. Thi s motion requests an acquittal
despite Mertz\ guilty verdict. Shoul d Mertz not be
cligihl e for acquillal, hi s defe n ~e will request a new
trial.
In the request, Phillips and Willi ams li sted 190
errors they said oceun·ed at the trial level and could
~e r ve a!> reasonin g fo r acquittal or assignment of a new
tria l.
At press time, there was no decision on thi s motion
of appeal.
~

~

- early nwllady also contributed to the slOJY

Circuit Court Judge Dale Cini presides over the court
Feb. I 0 of the capital murder trial of Anthony B.
Mertz. Photos are not allowed in the court room.
Witness sketch by Gustave Gerhardt

Bob McNamara, father of Shannon McNamara, talks with
Steve Ferguson, Coles County State's Attorney, after hearings
on Feb. 6 in the Coles County Courthouse.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Vigils help family,
friends cope with trial
Various vigils conducted on campus helped pay tribute to
murdered Eastern student Shannon McNamara's memory
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(Opposite page) During a Feb. 26 memorial service for Shannon McNamara and Amy Warner, 7-year-old Hannah Walker, Warner's
daughter, talks with her grandmother and Warner's mother, linda Walker, in the auditorium of Lumpkin Hall. Anthony Mertz. wa.s
sentenced to death Feb. 26 for the murder of McNamara, making him the only person on death row in Illinois since former Gov.
George Ryan's commutation of death sentences in January. During sentencing, evidence was presented also tying Mertz. to the
1999 death of Warner.
(Above) Father Chris Brey, of the Newman Catholic Center, leads a group prayer Feb. 12 outside of the Coles County Courthouse
during deliberation in the murder trial of Anthony B. Mertz.. The jury found Mertz. guilty on all three charges after nearly three
hours of deliberation.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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Student Jobs Provide
Good Experience
from his work at ni g ht. he j ust d id not have the
e nergy to stud y, he said .
staff writer
Hi s work is no fun. he sa id, because he got burnt
Many students find their extracun·icul ar job a usefu l
and had to keep hi s supervisors ha ppy. But at th e e nd
experience, but it can be hard to balance school work and
of the d ay, Odua ran had qui te a few good thi ngs to
regular work. Some of the EJU students worki ng on and
say about his j o b.
off campus had interesting ways they managed work and
"I d o n' t hate it. I like the money. A lso, it g ives you
study.
skill s fo r working and is actuall y a small taste of the
Kimberlee Boise, a j unior journali sm major, had 17
real world of wo rk . It g ives you co mmuni cati o n
credit hours in the fall 2002 semester. She worked at Wai- skill s," he said.
Mart in Charleston for 18 to 25 hours per week at the
Sylvia Do nald , a juni or speech communi cation
jewelry counter and shoe department. Working such long
maj or, worked as a student su pervisor in the
hours throughout the week takes a lot of her study time,
University Food Co urt. and she also wo rked as a n
so she said she would like it if her hours could be
independe nt re presentative for a te lecommun icati o ns
reduced. Despite that, she enjoys her
....----- - - - - - - - - - - . co mpan y, where she helped people save
work because she likes meeting new
money on the bills they are pay ing fo r
(My job) is
people. Also. this helps her prepare fo r a
e lectric ity, gas a nd lo ng-d ista nce
professional career.
ca lling.
"I get to deal with people. I know how
However, Dona ld does not let
a big company works and know what
he r jobs affec t her studi es. She has 12
needs to be changed as a shopper and
cred it ho urs and works he r j ob
worked. I get the best of both worlds,"
schedule around it. She prefers
Bo ise said.
working, howeve r, as a n independent
-Brume Oduaran, representati ve, as the sc hedul e is more
Boise also has had her embarrassing
moments in the beginning of her job at
sophomore computer fl ex ible and she can wo rk whe neve r
Wal-Mart, such as on her first day at the
sciences she is f ree. Also. she said it g ives he r a
jewelry counter whe n she had proble ms L---------------1 chance to help peopl e.
o pe ning the shelves a nd had to turn
"I Jearn communi catio n skill s
people away as she was fumbl ing with th e keys.
th at are needed in a wo rkpl ace, strategy and pro ble m
Boi se said she got her first jitte rs whe n she broke a
sol ving in vari o us c ircum stances,'' Do nald said.
wrist watc h whi le putting batteries in it. S he had to
"Those are the skill s empl oyers look fo r, a nd
ca ll the ma nager, who resc ued he r.
working he lps me un derstand these concepts."
Brume Od uaran , a sopho mo re co mpute r scie nces
Lindsey Trum pe r. a n undec la red majo r, works 9 to
major. had a 12 cred it ho ur enrollme nt fo r fa ll 2002
I 8 ho urs in the coffee shop in the Univers ity U ni on
a nd worked aro und 75 ho urs per mo nth in the
whe re she has to ma nage everyth ing by herself. She
Uni versity Food Court and S tevenson D ining Cente r, bakes, stoc ks, c leans a nd makes coffee.
po pularl y know n as Tower Din ing.
Trumper has a 15-cred it ho ur e nro llm ent a nd
Oduara n had to c hange his stud y sc hed ul e and
ma nages s tudies a nd wo rk to her sa ti sfac tio n, she
st ud y ha bits to acco mmodate his work . He began
said. The o nly ti me she find s di ffic ult to manage is
getting up at 5 a.m . a nd studi ed till 9 a .m . to ge t
when s he e nds a 6- ho ur lo ng shi ft.
read y fo r hi s classes beca use whe n he came back

by sarah zaman

actually a small
taste of the
real world of
work.

82 studenl jobs

David Stumpf, a sophomore computer sciences major and
employee at Pagliai's Pizza Restaurant, checks to see if the
mushroom and sausage pizza that he is cooking is done.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

Matt Larsen, a freshman spanish major, stuffs envelopes in the
Foreign Languages office in Coleman Hall. Along with stuffing
envelopes, larsen does other office duties and runs errands as part
of his Federal Work Study job.
Photo by Stephen Haa.s

/learn communication skills that are
needed in a workplace, strategy and
problem solving in various
circumstances. Those are the skills
employers look for.
-Sylvia Donald,
junior speech communications

student jobs 83

Sarmad Saghir, a graduate student, works on homework as he works at the front desk of Booth Library. Saghir said he likes working
the front desk beca use he can do his homework and that the job is not too complicated.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

students juggle work and school
84 student jobs

•••

Kristi Meinhart, a sophomore finance major, makes
copies for a customer at Copy Express on the
second floor of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Photo by Stephen Haa.s

Rya n Callaway, a delivery driver for Joey's, gets a
bag ready to drop off to an eager customer at Joey's
Place.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

jobs
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Work it , work it , work it
Whether it be New Year's resolutions or other motivations, students
focus on getting and staying fit at the Student Recreation Center

Joe Crement, a freshman biology major,
stretches his arms between reps with a newly
bought stretch machine at the Lantz Gym
recreation center.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

86 fitness

(Above) The rec center was especially crowded during the beginning of the spring semester because students were
trying to fulfill New Year's resolutions. Some students complained that machines were never available and the facilities
were always crowded.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Left) Students work out
during abs class in the
Student Recreation Center.
Photo by Jennirer Chlariello
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Fit for the prize

88 fitness

(Opposite page, left) Lexie Nuckolls, a junior
marketing major, claims the Ms. Fitness
competition against two other contestants
March I in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
(Opposite page, right) Brandon Turner, a
physical education graduate student,
executes a mandatory pose for the Mr. EIU
Fitness competition in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
March I. Turner won the overall award and his
weight class.
Photos by Stephen Haas

(Above) Jennifer Eakley, a sophomore Engtish
and speech communication major, works out
at the rec.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Left) Bridget Gibson, a freshman psychology
major, shows her cousin, Maggie, how to use
the treadmill during the Student Recreation
Center's Open House during Family Weekend,
Sept. 28-29.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Lending a helping hand
Students contribute their
resources to good causes

II
St udents can donate their money, as well as their
time. Don Flynn, a sophomore art education
major, donates money Oct. 8 in the Taylor Hall
lobby. Kym McCullough, sophomore sociology
major, watches the table with Kristin Giglietti, a
sophomore pre-veterinary major. Alpha Phi
Omega sponsored the food drive, with proceeds
going to the Charleston Food Pa ntry.
Photo by Stephen Haas

by katie kash
staff writer

A ssociation (RHA) and is on the Constitution Comminee.
" 1 like volunteering," Lovell said. " It helps me fill up my

time, it makes me feel useful and I get to help others all at
There are many w ays to volunteer w hile in collegethe same time."
from v isits to nursing homes, hall tours and Helping
Hands to Special Ol y mpics, H abitat for Humanity and
Volunteering doesn' t have to be a time consuming proj ect;
blood dri ves.
. . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . it can be as simple as going to the blood
However, vo lunteering while in
drive, said Andrea E theridge, a junior
college i s very difficult someti mes with
elementary education maj or. The reason
your busy schedule, explained A ngela
she gives blood is because she wants to
Reed, a sophomore elementary
education maj or. It seems to be easier
save li ves, she said.
A ccording to M olly Henderson, there
to volunteer back at home than here,
arc a lot of chances to volunteer.
she said.
Even though Reed is very busy, she
- Meredyth Lovell, H enderson is the head of nursing home
vi sits at Newman Catholic Center and is
found time to volunteer at the Spec ial
freshman biology and co-chair
for Student Ministry Team at
Oly mpics Family Festival to be a
pre-med
Newman.
She has been the head of
" Friend-For-A-D ay" to a Special
nursing
home
visits for one year.
Oly mpian. Reed also does volunteer
" I like it, and it is enjoyable," she
work for her sorority, Sigma Kappa,
said.
and volunteers for H abitat for Humanity.
The visits to the nursing home meet tw ice a month,
" The reason I vol unteer for Habitat for Humanity is
Henderson said, and there are normally four to six people
because I want to gi ve something back to the community,"
that come.
Reed said, smiling. " 1 want to help them out any way 1 can."
" The reason most people come and volunteer for the
M eredyth L ovell, a freshman biology and pre-med major,
nursing home visits is because they arc required by some
volunteered every chance she got. Lovell did hall tours, was
classes," Henderson ex plained. " But there arc some
on the Helping Hands Committee for the Residence Hall
people that come because they do enjoy the vi sits."

It makes me feel
useful, and I get
to help others.

90 volunteering
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I want to give something back
to the community.
- Angela Reed, sophomore
elementary education

Alexis Funk, a sophomore art major, winces as she gives
blood Oct. I 0 at the Lawson Hall Blood Drive. American Red
Cross said this drive was successful since they met their goal
for number of blood units and obtained their most crucial
types of blood: 0-negative and 0-positive.
Photo by Dar' Keith Lofton

Nick Sempowicz, a freshman industrial technology major, cleans trash and debris from bushes in
the North Quad on Sept. 26. The American Marketing Association sponsored a clean-up day to help
make the campus look better for Family Weekend on Sept. 27-29. Besides the AMA, several Greek
organizations, service groups, residence halls and individuals all pitched in. Sempowicz was with
the McKinney Hall group.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Eastern international
students find their niche
Since most of a srudent's day is spent in classrooms (at
least EIU expects that). how djfferent do the international
students find the classes here?
Ec/;tor:'l Note: Sarah is an imemational student from
"They keep us busy all the time," said Ada, Fabio and
Pakistan studying journalism.
Diwaker, but even the graduate students wished for a
They have survived at EIU, away from home, wi thout
slightly lesser workload. Despite this, they like it here
their parents, without the familiar faces, places or food
because it is more informal than what it was back home
and will have to do so for two to four years. They are
- studen ts are more friendly and so are the teachers.
international students. What
Now out of the classes and back
to the room. They said dorm life is
did they expect and get from
EJU that has made them fee l
"noisy" and they "feel sleepy in
at ease?
my room."
"My roommates do not get
Ada, a freshman from
Nigeria. saw EIU li ve up to
along well with each other, but l do
not have any problems with them."
her expectations when she
experienced no "electric load
said?
shedding." This is when
What about apartment life?
Responses ranged from, " I have a
power is cut off for a limited
time in certain areas of
good sofa'' to "Somebody took my
bench away!'' to ''Hmmm ... it 's
Nigeria to conserve electricity,
because there isn't enough
good." The conclusion? " I like it."
power for everyone.
However, they still miss things
about home, and the reward for the
Peter, a master's of
most missed tiling goes to foodbusiness administrati on
(MBA) student from
not
that they do not get it here. "It's
An international student helps herself to some
Germany, enjoys it here, as
just
not like what it was back
multicultural fare at the ba nquet during International
home. It's too different," was what
there arc not many
Week in March.
Photo by Amanda Vickery
they all had to say. And then there
uni versities with a big
campus in Germany. He has
are other things in life too, like
never lived on-campus before, and he loves it here.
family, boyfriend, good beer and bedroom to miss.
Fabio, a fre shman from Brazil: EJina, a MBA student
Charleston and EIU have their fair share of bizarre
from Russia; and Jeree, a s tudent in the Intensive Engl ish
stuff. For Fabio, it is the traffic, since he was actually
Program from Thailand, expected to meet friendly people
about to get into an accident near Fourth Street. Peter has
here at EIU, which they said they very fortunately did.
a separate issue to settle with the Illinois legi slation, as
But Diwaker, a freshman from Nepal. said he simply did
unlike Germany, they do not let him drink on his way to
not have the time to expect or imagine anything about
the bar. And all you ladies, please stop wearing tho. e
EIU, so he likes it anyway.
"hot" clothes in front of Diwaker.
I asked international students to name some specific
However, at the end of the day, they aJI had one thing to
people or programs at EIU that helped them in their batt le say: " I like being here." Around-the-clock assistance from
for survival, and the award for the most helpful person
the Internat ional Students Office, student workers and
goes to none other than Sue Songer of the International
fellow students took them a long way rather comfortably.
Students Office . Students are all praise about her. They
So a big round of applause for everyone at EIU and for
had their schedules made and advisers assigned before
the international students for being so generous in their
they started.
praise.

by sarah zaman
staff writer
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(Above) International students proudly carry their
home flags in the Homecoming parade on Oct. 19.
Photo by Amanda Vickery

(Left) Umme AI-Wazedi, a graduate student in English,
spoke to an audience about life in Bangladesh Oct. 23
in the Charleston-Mattoon room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. The International Forum
presentation was given by AI-Wazedi and Saifur
Bhuiyan, a junior computer management major.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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What Free Speech Looks Like
Eastern students and faculty follow war coverage, voice diverse opinions

94 war with iraq

(Opposite page) Robert Barford, a professor emeritus of philosophy, talks to students and friends at the weekly peace
meeting the afternoon of Oct. 21, outside Booth library in the library quad. The group met weekly to try to reinforce
peace within each other and to help spread peace.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Left) Charleston and Mattoon residents united with Eastern students and other area community members to protest
the potential war with Iraq on March I. Protestors talked to each other in front of Old Main before heading to Lincoln
Avenue to display their signs.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Stefanie Michaelis, senior sociology major, holds a sign while walking along with Josh Ehrnwald, a secondary education graduate student,
during a peace march. Students and residents met at the Newman Catholic Center and held a peaceful, silent march to the flag pole at Old
Main to protest talks of the upcoming war on Iraq.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Students and Charleston residents united Dec. 7 to protest President Bush and the potential war on Iraq. The protesters cross 7th Street
en route to the Coles County Courthouse, where several marchers spoke against the war.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Iraq War erases some student apathy
(Right) Vandalism like this
defaced statue on McAfee
Gymnasium occurred across
campus in late March in the
wake of the controversial
United States-Iraq conflict.
Lumpkin Hall windows,
sidewalks and the new
Human Services Building
were also defaced.
(Below) Jake Pollard, a
freshman undecided major;
Andy Whyte, a freshman
English major; and Jerry
Vanderhei, a sophomore
undecided major, watch CNN
about the U.S. bombings of
Baghdad March 19 in Thomas
Hall.
Photos by Colin McAuliffe
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Students relax
during spring break
What did you do over spring break?

r went to Panama C ity Beach,
Fla., and partied it up.

I visited my sister and some
fri ends at Bradley.

William Lockwood,
senior elementary education major

Paul Stalec,
freshman engineering major

Daytona Beach, Fla., is a popular
destination for many college
students on spring break. The whole
state of Florida is popular with
Eastern students and the collegeage crowd in general.
Photo courtesy of about.com

98 !-.prin!! break

I went home, went to the Field
Museum and bought some
light-up flip fl ops at Wai-Mart.
Lee Ann Langsfeld,
freshman art major

If students did not go home, they usually tried
to escape to somewhere warm for spring
break, such as this beach scene in Florida.
Photo courtesy of flausa.com

I went to Florida and got a
suntan.

I stayed at home and watched
college basketball all week.

I went home and hung out with
my fri ends .

Matt Larsen,
freshman spanish major

Tim Bussman,
freshman accounting major

Devin Heisner,
senior recreation major

** Photos by Stephen Haas
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greek week

(Opposite page) A member of the Alpha
Gamma Delta tugs team pulls with all of
her might April9. Alpha Gamma Delta
took second place in the women's
division of tugs.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Above) A Lambda Chi Alpha member
concentrates before the final tug for Big
Men.
Photo by Rebecu Hutchison

(Left) Shovonne Woods, a sophomore
pre-nursing major and member of Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority, stuffs her mouth
with a cracker topped with anchovies,
pigs feet, hot sauce, Spam Lite, and other
'goodies' during Fun Games, part of
Greek Week April I 0 at the Campus Pond.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

greek week I 0 I

(Above) Alpha Gamma Delta sorority members perform during Greek Sing. Their theme was marriage, with some members dressed as
grooms in black shirts and white ties and others dressed as brides in white dresses.
(Opposite page, top) Bryan Huhn, a senior physical education major and member of Sigma Phi Epsilon tugs team, gets his feet set
before he and his fraternity brothers defeated Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity April 9 at the Campus Pond.
(Opposite page, right) Andre Jones, a senior economics major, leads his Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity brothers to victory over Sigma Nu
fraternity April 7 during big man tugs at the Campus Pond.
Photos by Colin McAuliffe

(Opposite page, left) Members of Alpha Phi (foreground) and Sigma Sigma Sigma race to build their pyramids April 8 at rugby field.
Kappa Delta won first place in the women's division of pyramids. Sigma Sigma Sigma won the canoe races that same day.
Photo by Matt Wills

Greeks sing for victory
I 02 greek week
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Airband is groovy, baby

(Above) Joe Lauer, a finance major and member of Sigma
Phi Epsilon, portrays Austin Powers in the Airband
competition April S in Lantz Arena.
(left) A member of Alpha Phi dances during the group's
performance in the airband competition April S in Lantz
Arena.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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greek week

Dawn Davis, a senior recreation administration major and member of Alpha Phi, is crowned queen of Greek Week April S in
Lantz Arena. Jared Mathey, a senior computer management major and member of Sigma Chi, was crowned king.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Queen for a Week
greek week I OS

Jamie Conley, a senior physical education major, helps her Delta Zeta sorority sisters to a third-place victory
in three minutes, 25 seconds in the women's division of tugs April 12 at the Campus Pond. Alpha Phi won the
women's division.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

I 06 greek week

The EIU Dancers perform to kick off the Greek Week lock-in March 28 in the Student Recreation Center. The lock-in took place from I0
p.m. March 28 to 7 a.m. March 29.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

Greek week full of fun, competition
greek week I 07

Campus celebrates
the arts at festival
Katie Craven, (left) a
senior elementary
education major; Tina
Gagliano, a senior English
and psychology major;
and Jeri Tegtmeyer, a
senior biology major, sit
and talk while working
on their tans at
Celebration.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchsion

Raymond Wirick, a
professional sand sculptor,
works on a Alice and
Wonderland sand sculpture
outside of the Doudna Fine
Arts Building. He had been
working on it for a day so far.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
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celebration

(Above) Jammsammich
performs cover songs for the
audience on the library Quad
during Celebration: A Festival of
the Arts.
(left) Ryan Vila, a senior art
major, draws a caricature for a
couple as one of the many
activities going on at
Celebration.
Photos by Rebecca Hutchison

celebration
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The year in news
At Eastern

Two students commit suicide in separate cases
by melissa nielsen
staff writer

A Sept. 30 autopsy
report concluded a student
found dead in his apartment
Sept. 29 died by
hanging.Todd 1. Bruns, a
junior career and technical
information major from
Collinsville, was
pronounced dead at 3:09
a.m at Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center.
Michael Mulvey, a
senior physical education
major and Bruns'
roommate. said he did not
know if Bruns was
suffering from any
emotional problems and

remembered him as an
outgoi ng friend.
Mulvey met Bruns
during spring semester
2002, shortly after Bruns
transferred from
McKendree College in
Lebanon.
" He was friend ly and fit
in with everyone. He never
had any problems with
anyone," he said . "He was
the kind of guy that would
do anything for you:·
Bruns played on a
uni versity soccer club. but
had taken time off recently
after breaking his hand.
Bruns lived at Park Place
Apartments at 1639 7th
I
Street.

I

by john chambers
stan· writer
An Eastern . tudent was
pronounced dead at Sarah
Bush Lincoln HeaJth
Center Nov. 9.
Brian R. Ford, 19, a
sophomore marketing
major from Jerseyville, was
pronounced dead at 12: 15
a.m.
Ford was found at the
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
house on Greek Court, after
University Police
responded to a call at II :40
p.m. Nov. 8, according to a
uni versity press release.
According to the press
release, officers and

emergency personnel
attempted to revive Ford at
the scene.
Ford was a Student
Senate member. serving on
the Tuition and Fees
Committee, Student Legal
Services Board and the
Student Action Team.
He was also involved
with Christian Campus
House and the Delta Sigma
Phi fraternity.
Ford was a member of
the Delta Sigma Phi
fratemity, American Red
Cross. Christian Campus
House, Student Senate and
University Baptist Church.

Eastern eliminates inconvenient $100 registration deposit
by melissa nielsen
staff writer
Registering for classes was easier o n students· wallets
when the enrollment depo. it was discontinued.
Beginnjng spri ng semester 2003, only incoming freshman
and tr,msfer students will have to pay a $ 150 enrollment
depo ·it. An orientation fee of $40 wi ll be included in the
deposit and the rest of the money is credited to tuition. The
deposit will ensure the incoming students will actually come
to school after registering.
Previously, all registering students were required to pay a
$100 deposit before they could register.
Frank Hohengarten, dean of enro llment management,
said administrators felt the deposit was no longer necessary.
When the school switched to the touch tone registration
system in the late 90s, the company in charge of the
system recommended the university adopt the pre-
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in other new:.

registration deposit policy, Hohengarten said. The
registration deposit was meant to ensure that students
would not register on the touch tone system and then never
show up for class when the semester started. However,
after analyzing the policy, administrators saw that very few
students pre-registered and then did not show up to class.
''We felt like $ 100 isn't a fee that would keep people
from showing up if they don't want to," Hohengarten said.
Hohengarten also said he thinks canceling the depo. it
wi II encourage students to return semester after semester
because they wi ll no longer have to deal with the
inconvenience or the financial strains of coming up with
$ 100.
No forms or paperwork need to be fi lled out and the
touch tone system will automatically let returning
students register w ithout paying the fee.
" Hopefully, it's a beneficial change to the student
body," Hohengarten said.

Events affecting EIU and beyond
In the

State & Nation

Democrat Rod
Blagojevich
takes office as
Illinois governor

Columbia explosion

President George W. Bush and the First Lady pray with Columbia
families, friends and NASA employees at a memorial service on Feb. 4
at Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas. The space shuttle
exploded upon reentry to earth on Feb. I. All seven crew members
aboard were killed.
Photo courtesy of NASA/Bill Ingalls

Democrat Rod Blagojevich won the
election for Illinois governor Nov. 5 with
some 53 percent of the vote, compared to
his competitor, Jim Ryan, who had some
44 percent of the vote. Blagojevich
became the first Democratic governor of
the state si nce 1977. He was inaugurated
on Jan. 13.
He inheri ted a huge budget deficit,
which he remedied in part by asking state
universities to return part of their 2003
budgets. Eastern was asked to give back
2.9 percent, as were eight other state
public uni versities. After his budget
address on April 9, it was expected that
Eastern's state fund ing for 2004 could be
cut by more than 8 percent, or $4.1
million of the uni versity's operating
budget.
Photo courtesy ofThe Daily Eastern News

Elizabeth Smart, IS, was reunited with her parents, lois and Ed
Smart, March 12 after being kidnapped from her Salt Lake City home
on June S. Brian David Mitchell, a religious fanatic who performed
maintenance work on the Smart home, is the suspected abductor.
Photo courtesy elizabethsmart.com and Tom Smart I DESERET NEWS I GETTY
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Major events that
affected Eastern's
campus, from
comedians to street
closings

Comedian Dave Chappelle performs to a sold-out crowd April 25 at Lantz Arena. Chappelle was visiting Eastern as a
part of his nationwide Blackzilla tour. He also had a show on Comedy Central called "The Dave Chappelle Show."
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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campus

(Above left) Jillian Kinsella (left) a freshman physical
education and health major and Kelly Nilsson , a
freshman undeclared major, gather clothes to wash
after a small fire broke out in their room in Pemberton
Hall in September.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Above right) Students leave the candlelight vigil that
was in memory of Martin Luther King Jr., Jan. 20 in
Thomas Hall Lobby. The event was sponsored by the
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and included a program of
events held in the University Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Left) Seventh Street was closed off near Thomas Hall
beginning in March so pipes could be added to connect
the new Health Services building and the City of
Charleston's water, sewer and sanitary mains.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Some Eastern students show their school spirit at the Homecoming
game Oct. 12.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Squaring off for

VICTORY
_ 114 sports

(Above) Senior quarterback Tony Romo
drops back to make a pass in the Sept. 21
home opener against Indiana State at
O'Brien Stadium. The final score was 26-19
in Eastern's favor.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Right) The women's soccer team gets an
early start as they practice ball handling on
the first day of the fall semester.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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New mascot prowls
Eastern's sidelines
With the rumpled Billy and Bonnie on the retirement shelf, EIU
unveils the first mascot in nearly three years -Prowler
by eram cowlas
sports editor
About three years ago, Eastern 's mascots, affectionately
referred to as Billy and Bonrue Panther, were retired d ue
to old age. This year, Prowler made his debut as the new
mascot.
According to David Kidwell, assistant director of
athletics, the material anchoring the mascots had "more or
less disintegrated," therefore, Eastern decided to officially
retire them in favor of a mascot with a more updated look
and name.
Instead of two mascots, one for the men and one for the
wo men, as we had previously had, we now have one nongender specific mascot that will cheer on all of our
athletes, both men and women.
Kidwell said that it is both more common and
politically correct to o nly have one.
"We just felt it was more appropriate," he said.
Another change is that the mascot is not called by a
gender specific name. In fact, Kidwell states that neither
of the previous mascots had officiall y been named; one
day people simply started calling the male mascot Billy
and it caught on. Eventual ly, the female mascot was
dubbed Bonnie because it sounded similar.
This time, the athletic department made an effort to
name the new mascot, which arrived in the middle of the
football season.
Kidwell feels that the new mascot should have an
offi cial name for several reasons. First. it is more official
to have a name for the mascot, and it also lends more
credibility to the mascot, he said. Most schools also tend
to name their mascots, as well.
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The name Prowler was chosen by a committee of
students and faculty members, who reviewed
submissions. It was announced Jan . 16 in Lantz Arena at a
men's basketball game.

(Above) Eastern's mascot, Prowler, as it appeared at a
basketball game in Lantz Arena.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Opposite Page) Prowler cheers on the football team in its
debut season as mascot.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Psychologist helps
improve team's focus
For two consecutive seasons, Eastern's volleyball team has worked
with a shrink and has found solace in the weekly meetings
by matthew stevens
Staff writer

To use a doctor for anything that isn't broken. tom or
even sore is ridiculous. isn't it?
The Eastern volleyball team would certainly disagree
because for two consecutive seasons, they have a weekly
meeti ng with a sports psychologist.
·'I think that it he lps the team keep their minds into
such a long season," head coach Brenda Winkeler said.
The volleyball squad meets with Eastern's sports
psychologist Dr. Bill Russell every Wednesday during its
afternoon practices.
"I'll talk about certain things that I find that works for
groups of athletes to think about or do while they are in
the heat of competition," Dr. Russell said.
The day after Eastern suffered a d isappointing loss to
IUPU-I, Dr. Russell talked about negative self-talk and
non-verbal communication.
One of the things that Dr. Russell suggested was
clapping their hands o nce if they do somethi ng wrong
and using the high-five to pump themselves up.
·Tm a big believer in athletes forcing themselves to do
something physical to remind them about things they
struggle with," Dr. Russell said.
·'The key with last year's team was that they were so
experienced that they didn't have to manufacture
confidence in themselves," he said.
Dr. Russell has also worked with Ball State and the
University of Missouri. Russell worked with the
Missouri women's golf team and several sports at Ball
State.
At the Uni versi ty of Missouri, he had an interesting
approach for a constant negative golfer.
" f had her carry I 0 paper clips in her right pocket and
walked 18 holes with her. When she had a negative
thought, I had her place a paper clip from her right to her
left pocket. By the sixth hole. she ran out of paper clips
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and understood why she wasn't as aggressive as she
needed to be," Russell said.
Other schools that have used a sports psychologist are
the University of Illinois and the University of Iowa.
Arguably the greatest collegiate wrestler used sports
psychology when he coached at the University of fowa.
Dan Gable compiled a 118-1 record in four years of
competing in collegiate wrestling at Iowa State. Gable
went on to coach at the Uni versity of Iowa for 21 years.
As Iowa's all-time winningest coach, Gable compiled a
career record of 355-2 1-2, all at Iowa. He coached 152
All-Americans, 45 national champions, I 06 Big Ten
champions and 10 Olympians, including four gold
medalists. Gable's teams won the Big Ten title every
year he was the head of the Iowa program. He had a
winning percentage of .932 and captured nine
consecutive NCAA Championships (I 978-86).
That equals the longest streak of national titles won by
any school in any sport. Needless to say, he is
considered a legend in the state of Iowa.
" I really encouraged the use of sports psychologist
when I was the coach at Iowa because if a kid isn't
giving me all of his blood, sweat and tears, we'll send
him to figure out why he's holding back,'' Gable said.
"You ' ve got to have the mental toughness to compete in
any sport but especially wrestling because it's just you
and him in a three-foot circle.
..The other thing is that a coach should have some of
that background before they get into coaching because
it's a big part and if they don't, they either refer to
someone else or won't be effective.''
However, the most important aspect of using a sports
psychologist is the attitude that the athlete has to the
process.
·'The key to success with this method is you have to
have an open mind toward this because you accept what
I'm trying accompli sh with a lot of questions,'' Dr.
Russell said.

Sports psychologist Dr. Bill Russell talks with Eastern's volleyball team at practice. Russell has been working with the team for the past
two years.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Football team
sees ups and
downs in 2002
season
(Left) Panther Head Coach Bob Spoo became the winningest coach
in Eastern's history with the Homecoming game victory. Director
of Athletics Rich McDuffie (left) and interim President Lou
Hencken (right) present Spoo with a plaque commemorating the
event.

Reaular season
-

football 2002

8/31 at Hawaii: L 36-61
9/14 at Kansas State: L 13-63
9/21 vs. Indiana State: W 26-19
9/28 vs. Illinois State: W 45-10
10/5 at Tennessee Tech: W 35-28
10/12 vs. Eastern Kentucky: W 25-24
10/19 at Southeast Missouri: W 44-27
11/2 at Tennessee State: W 54-48
11/9 vs.Tennessee Martin: W 55-43
11/16 vs. Florida Atlantic: W 47-6
11/23 at Murray State: L 35-37
11/30 Playoff with Western Ill.: L 9-48

Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(Right) Junior tailback JR Taylor carries the ball in the Sept. 28
victory over Illinois State. The Panthers won 45-1 0.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Season Record: 8-4

Senior Quarterback Tony Romo (above) talks with one of
his teammates (no. 86) during a practice session. The
Panthers traveled to Hawaii over Labor Day weekend for a
tropical start to the season. While they lost 61-36, the
team said they bonded during the trip.
Photo by Nate Bloomquist

Romo drops back to make a pass in the Sept. 21 home
opener against Indiana State at O'Brien Stadium. The final
score was 26-19 in Eastern's favor.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Eastern junior Andre Raymond eludes an Illinois State
defender during a 45-1 0 win over the Redbirds on Sept. 28.
Raymond racked up 117 all-purpose yards during that
game.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Volleyball
faces tough
2002 season

_ I:?2 volleyball

(Opposite page left) Panther sophomore outside hitter Erica
Gerth prepares to hit a ball. Gerth had 35 kills in seven games
against Murray State and Tennessee-Martin on the Sept. 28-29
weekend. Eastern still lost both matches.

volleyball 2002

Photo by Stephen Haas

(Opposite page right) Sophomore outside hitter Erica Gerth
readies for a hit during a game. Gerth was the first Daily Eastern
News "Top Cat", or player of the week, for the fall semester
because of her leadership role on a young volleyball team.
Photo by Nate Bloomquist

(Below) Freshman libero Sarah Niedospial goes for the kill in a
home match at Lantz Arena.
Photo by Stephen Haas

8/30-8/31 Pepsi/Super 8 Invitational: Second
Place
8/30 vs. Toledo: L 1-3
8/31 vs. UT-Chattanooga: W 3-2
8/31 vs. DePaul: W 3-2
9/6-9/7 Fiesta Bowl Tournament: Third Place
9/6 vs. Santa Clara: L 1-3
9/7 at Northern Arizona: L 0-3
9/7 vs. Idaho: W 3-1
9/13-9/14 Tiger Invitational: Third Place
9/13 vs. Arkansas-Little Rock: W 3-2
9/13 vs. North Carolina State: W 3-0
9/14 vs. San Diego State: L 0-3
9/14 at Missouri: L 0-3
9/17 at Illinois-Chicago: L 1-3
9/20 vs. Morehead State: L 1-3
9/21 vs. Eastern Kentucky: W 3-1
9/24 vs. IUPUI: L 2-3
9/27 at Murray State: L 0-3
9/28 at Tennessee-Martin: L 1-3
10/2 at St. Louis: L 0-3
10/8 vs. Southeast Missouri: L 1-3
10/11 vs. Austin Peay: L 1-3
10/12 vs. Tennessee Tech : L 2-3
10/18 vs. Tennessee-Martin: L 1-3
10/19 vs. Murray State: L 2-3
10/25 at Eastern Kentucky: L 1-3
10/26 at Morehead State: L 0-3
10/29 vs. Loyola: L 0-3
11/2 vs. Tennessee State: W 3-0
11/7 at Tennessee State: W 3-1
11/8 at Tennessee Tech: W 3-0
11/9 at Austin Peay: L 1-3
11/15 at Southeast Missouri: L 0-3
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A ki ..~
above
the rest
Men's soccer team
proved it was a force
to contend with
during 2002 season

Regular season
soccer2002
9/ 8 at North e rn Illinois : W 3-1
9/ 13-9/ 15 at Vanderbilt : Third Pl ace
9/ 13 vs . Appala c hian State : L 1- 2
9/ 15 vs . Loyola Marymount: L 1-3
9/17 at Western Illinois: W 1-0
9/ 20 at Wisconsin : L 0-1
9/22 vs . Drury : L 2-3
9/ 27 at IUPU -Fort Wayne : W 2-1
9/ 29 vs . Illinois-Chicago : W 8-0
10/2 at St. Louis : W 0-4
10/4 at Weste rn Kentucky: W 5-1
10/ 6 at Vand e rbilt: W 4-1
10/ 11 vs . Southern Methodist: L 0-4
10/ 13 vs . Tulsa : L 1-0
10/ 18 vs . Bra dley : T 0-0
10/ 25 vs . Creighton : L 1-4
10/27 vs . Drake : L 0-1
11 /1 at Evansvill e: W 3-1
11/3 at Southern Missouri: L 1-2
11 /5 vs . Illinois-Springfield : W 3-2

An Eastern soccer player slams the ball toward the net as he runs up t he field to see if his goal attempt is successful.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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men's soccer

(Above) Junior midfielder Abraham Martinez (right) kicks a ball
around during a practice.
Photo by Nate Bloomquist

(Right) Freshman forward Jimmy Klatter fights for the ball against
a Drury defender Sept. 22 at Lakeside Field.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Below) Eastern senior Ben York led an experienced group of
Eastern defenders that shut out Illinois-Chicago 8-0 at Lakeside
Field on Sept. 29.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Women's
soccer
digs into
rough
season

Senior
midfielder/forward
Terri Ma.n ser moves the
ball upfield. Manser and
midfielder/forward Cara
LaMaster were
Eastern's only seniors
on the women's soccer
team.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Re ular season
women's soccer
8/30 at Illinois State: L 1-2 (OT)
9/1 vs. Middle Tennessee: W 1-0
9/8 vs. Bowling Green: T 1-1
9/10 at Indiana State: L 1-2
9/13 vs. Southwest Missouri: L 1-2
9/15 at Eastern Michigan: W 3-2
9/20-9/22 Colorado Tournament:
9/20 at Colorado: L 1-4
9/22 vs. Denver: L 3-4 (OT)
9/25 vs. Evansville: W 5-0
9/29 vs. Loyola: W 5-0
10/4 at Southeast Missouri: L 0-1
10/6 vs. Valparaiso: W 4-1
10/11 at Austin Peay: W 5-0
10/13 at Murray State: T 1-1
10/18 vs. Tennessee Tech : W 5-2
10/20 at Western Illinois: W 3-0
10/25 vs. Tennessee-Martin: W 1-0
10/27 vs. Morehead State: W 4-1
11 /1 at Illinois: L 0-4
11 /8-11/10: OVC Tournament:
11/8 EIU vs. UT-Martin (Semi-final game): W 1-0
11/10 EIU at SE Missouri (Championship game): T
2-2; 4-3 on Penalty Kicks
11/15-11/17: NCAA Tournament:
11/15 EIU vs. Purdue (First Round): T 1-1 ; 1-3 on
Penalty Kicks

(Above l eft)
Sophomore
midfielder Katie
Siwicke pre pares to
cross kick the ball in
the home game
against Bowling Green
State on Sept. 8.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Above Right) Senior
midfielder/forward
Terri Manser moves
the ball downfield in a
Sept. 13 game against
Southwest Missouri
State.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Right) Midfielder
Cara LeMast er tosses
a ball into play. She
st e pped up early in
the season with
aggressive stra tegies
and numerous goals
to contribute to the
team.
Photo by Stephen Haas

women·~
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(Left to right) Lizette Ruvalcaba, Daniel Strackeljahn, Jaylee Carr, Zach Fairfield and Jessica Peach made a difference in their freshman
season. They are seven of the 26 freshmen who filled the cross country team's young roster this year.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Teams enjoy sweet
cross country success
128 cro~~ country

Regular season

Regular season

men's cross country 2002 women's cross country 2002
8/30 at Northern Illinois (6K)
2. Jeff Jonaitis
14. Jake Stout
15. Kyle O'Brien
18. Dan Mackey
19. David Carlson
No Team Scores

8/30 at Northern Illinois (4K)
1. Stephanie Bone
4. Lizette Ruvalcaba
5. Krissy Peters
6. Angie Simone
7. Nicole Milici
W, 23-36

9/13 at Bradley (8K)
2nd of 9
3. Kyle O'Brien
4. Jeff Jonaitis
12. Dan Mackey
13. Jake Stout
26. David Carlson

9/13 at Bradley (5K)
14. Angie Simone
33. Lizette Ruvalcaba
4 7. Krissy Peters
67. Jaylee Carr
72. Katie Springer
6th (of 10)

9/21 Eastern Illinois Open
1st of 3
2. Kyle O'Brien
3. Dan Mackey
4. Jeff Jonaitis
8. Jake Stout
9. David Carlson

9/21 Eastern Illinois Open
1. Angie Simone
2. Krissy Peters
5. Deb Tygrett
6. Lizette Ruvalcaba
10. Katie Springer
1st (of 3)

10/4 at Notre Dame Invitational
14th of 21
27. Kyle O'Brien
68. Jeff Jonaitis
83. Jake Stout
106. Dan Mackey
108. Jackson Johnson

10/4 at Notre Dame Invitational
11 8. Angie Simone
159. Nicole Milici
167. Katie Springer
171 . Deb Tygrett
172. Lizette Ruvalcaba
24th (of 24)

10/19 at Pre-Nationals
29th of 35
43. Kyle O'Brien
96. Jeff Jonaitis
208. Dan Mackey
209. Dan Strackeljahn
220. Jake Stout
11/2 at Ohio Valley Conference
Championship : 1st Place

10/19 at Pre-Nationals (6K)
77. Stephanie Bone
105. Angie Simone
124. Lizette Ruvalcaba
166. Deb Tygrett
174. Krissy Peters
16th (of 29)
11/2 at Ohio Valley Conference
Championship: 3rd Place

cross country
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Women's Rugby goes
Undefeated: 11-0
(Above) Sophomore Brittany Brown (No. 28) carries the ball into a
herd of players, while senior Corey Walker looks on, during a home
match. The rugby team beat University of Missouri 68-0.
Submitted photo, courtesy of Daily Eastern News

(Right) Sophomore Maureen Kirby lifts up sophomore flanker
Jackie Jaworek during Oct. 19's II 0-0 win over Kansas. The
Panthers were undefeated.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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(Left) Panther junior lock Jessica
Conrad races downfield ahead of
Vanderbilt University defender on
Nov. 2. The Panthers won I 08-0 to
retain their perfect 8-0 record.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Below) A women's rugby team
member struggles for the ball in a
home game. The team had five shutouts during their season and a
perfect record.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Re ular season
rugby 2002
9/7 vs. Illinois State: W 49-0
9/7 vs. Southern Ill.: W 19-12
9/14 vs. Ohio: W 55-0
9/27 at Ohio State: Cancelled
10/5 at Arkansas: W 42-0
10/12 vs. Missouri: W 68-0
10/19 vs. Kansas: W 110-0
10/26 vs. Florida State: W 66-0
11/2 vs. Vanderbilt: W 108-0
11/9 at Indiana Tournament: First
Place
11/9 vs. Purdue vs. Ball State: W
81-0
Season Record: 11-0
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Holding down the opponents
Panther wrestlers make their presence lawwn during successful season

An Eastern wrestler looks to
see if he made a pin in a
match.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis

132 wres tling

(Left) Junior Josh Lepper prepares for his match against Indiana
junior Ty Matthews jan. 17 at Lantz Arena. Matthews won the
match in 2 minutes, 37 seconds.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

Re ular season
wrest 1ng 2002
11/2 at Eastern Michigan Open:
Andy Coyle (157)- 5-1 (3rd Place)
Matt Veach (165)- 4-2 (4th Place)
Ken Robertson (165)- 5-2 (5th Place)
Pete Ziminski (285)- 4-2 (5th Place)

11/9-11/10 at Michigan State Open:
Jim Kassner (197)- 5-2 (5th Place)

11/20 Eastern Michigan- L 16-19
11/24 at Missouri Open:
Freshman/Sophomore Division:
Ryan DeVries (285)- 4-0 (1st Place)
Ken Robertson (165)- 5-0 (1st Place)
Charlie Manning (133)- 3-2 (5th Place)
Open Division:
133- Pat Dowty (133)- 4-2 (4th Place)

12/7 at Northern Iowa Open:
Matt Veach (165)- 7-1 (5th Place)

12/14 at Northwestern Triangular:
VS. Northwestern: L 20-21
VS. Wisconsin-Parkside - W 40-3

12/28-12/29 at Midlands: 33rd Place (out of 57)
1/4 at Buckeye Duals:
VS. Clarion - L 9-28
VS. Drexel- L 17-31
VS. Buffalo - L 3-4
VS. Cleveland State - L 3-43

1/7 at Duquesne Triangular:
VS. American- W 25-19
VS. Duquesne - W 27-24

1/17 Indiana- L 13-35
1/24 at SIU-Edwardsville Triangular:
VS. SIU-Edwardsville - W 26-18
VS. Central Oklahoma- L 7-41

2/2 Missouri - L 3-48
2/7 at Northern Illinois - L 3-42
2/8 at Northern Iowa Triangular:
VS. Northern Iowa - L 0-39
VS. Wyoming - L 6-38

2/22 at Purdue - L 3-34
3/8 NCAA WEST REGIONAL: 5th Place
Pat Dowty (133) advances to NCAA Championships
3/20-3/22 at NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS:
Pat Dowty finishes with 1-2 record

Eastern junior Clay French (top) grapples with Wyoming's Trevor
Murray during the 174-pound weight class bout in a match at the
NCAA West Regional Finals on March 8 at Lantz Arena.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Swimming for victory
(Right) An Eastern
swimmer gasps for
breath while
competing in a
home meet in
Lantz.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis

Re ular season
men's swimmin
10/ 18 Louisville
T· 115-115
First-Place F1n1shers:
Watson, Tom - 500 Free- 4:57.31 , 1000 Free - 10'12.95
Cheviron, Nic • 200 Free • 1:49 29
Wahlgren. R1ch - 50 Free- 22 06, 100 Free- 48 60
Kercheval . Josh- 200 IM- 2 00 27. 200 Back - 1 55 59
10119 Xavier
W-128.5-75.5
First-Place F1n1shers:
Watson, Tom - 500 Free- 4.55 37, 1000 Free- 10 08.51
Wahlgren. Rich - 50 Free- 22 14, 100 Free- 48.86
Luttinen. Paul - 100 Fly- 55.44
Kercheval. Josh · 100 Back - 53 81
10/26 at Illinois-Chicago
W-124-112
F1rst-Piace FiniShers;
Watson. Tom - 500 Free - 5 01 09, 1000 Free - 10 14 55
Wahlgren, R1ch - 50 Free - 22.11, 100 Free - 48.27
Kercheval. Josh - 200 IM - 1.57.26. 200 Back • 1:58.01
Wheatley, Kev1n • 200 Fly - 2.02.05
1111-11/2 EIU Panther Invitational
1 Eastern llllno1s - 629
2. IUPUI - 431
3 Valpara1so - 371
F1rst-Piace F1n1shers:
Watson. Tom - 500 Free - 4.51 43, 200 Free - 1'47 44, 1650 Free - 17 07 20
Kercheval, Josh · 200 IM • 1:56.86, 400 IM • 4' 14.66, 200 Back · 1:57 00
Wahlgren, Rich · 50 Free - 21.87, 100 Free - 48.64
Rhodes, Joe · 100 Back - 56 03
11/9 at Western Illinois
L· 79-1 44
First-Place Fm1shers.
Wahlgren, R1ch - 50 Free- 22 14
Kercheval , Josh • 200 IM • 1:59 23
Watson, Tom - 500 Free - 4·57 92, 1000 Free · 10 '11 .15
11114 at IUPUI
W-138·99
F1rst-Piace F1n1shers·
Watson, Tom - 1000 Free- 10 15 41 500 Free - 4 53 42
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Chev~ron. Nic - 200 Free- 1:47.52
Wahlgren, R1ch - 50 Free- 21 .99, 100 Free - 48.78
Kercheval , Josh - 200 IM- 2:05.37, 200 Back- 1:57 29, 200 Breast- 2:15.16
Wheatley, Kevin - 200 Fly- 2:01 .18
11/21 at Saint Louis
L- 92-142
First-Place Fin1shers
Kercheval, Josh · 200 IM- 1:56.96, 100 Back - 53 77
Wahlgren. R1ch - 100 Free- 47.77
12/8 at Butler
W- 162-84
F1rst-Piace Fm1shers:
Bass. Bryan- 1000 Free - 10:20.71
Watson, Tom - 200 Free · 1:46.91
Meier Jonathan • 100 Breast · 1:04 70
Petersen. Eric · 50 Free · 22.36
Kercheval. Josh - 200 Back- 2:00 55. 400 IM- 4 11 73
Croucher. Chad - 200 Breast- 2 21 97
Gnffin. Patnck - 500 Free- 5:05.68
1118 at Millikin
W- 130-79
First-Place Fimshers
Watson, Tom- 200 Free - 1:47.74, 500 Free - 4·56.36
Peterson. Enc- 50 Free - 22.61, 100 Free - 50.55
Kercheval. Josh - 400 IM- 4 :19.29, 100 Back - 54.37
1125 VALPARAISO
W- 180-60
F ~rst-Piace Fin1shers
Watson, Tom - 1000 Free · 9:56.35, 500 Free · 4:52.07
Muchna, Frank - 200 Free - 1:49.51
Wahlgren. R1ch - 50 Free- 21.73, 100 Free - 48.22
Kercheval, Josh- 200 IM - 1.57.78, 200 Back - 1:57 .50
Lutbnen, Paul - 200 Fly - 2·02.46
218 SAINT LOUIS
L- 112-125
First-Place Fin~shers·
Kercheval, Josh - 1000 Free- 10:02.50, 200 Back- 1 59.24
Watson, Tom- 200 Free - 1:47.66
Wahlgren. R1ch - 50 Free - 21.41
Wheatley, Kevin - 200 Fly - 2·01 50

Reoular season
women's swimming 2002
10/18 Louisville
W- 120-117
First-Place Finishers:
Lowe, Erin - 1000 Free- 11 :05.13
Kenny, Allison- 50 Free - 25 13, 100 Free · 54.74
Sherbrooke, Jordan- 200 IM - 2.17 01
Chu, Erica - 200 Breast- 2:35.87
10/19 Xavier
L- 105-132
F1rst-Piace Finisher: Kenny, Allison · 100 Free· 25.47
10/26 at Illinois-Chicago
W- 137-105
First-Place Finishers:
Sherbrooke, Jordan- 200 Free - 2:00.53
Kenny, Allison • 50 Free • 25.10, 100 Free • 53.91
Rhodes, Beth - 200 Back - 2:16.44
Chu, Erica- 200 Breast- 2:37.57
11/1-11/2 EIU Panther Invitational
1. Eastern Illinois - 685
2. Valparaiso- 424.5
3 Lewis • 397.5
First-Place Finishers:
Sherbrooke, Jordan- 500 Free - 516.42
Kenny, Allison- 50 Free- 24.78, 100 Free · 53.88
Garvey. Claire· 400 IM • 4:48.41
Curry, Jenny- 200 Free- 1:49.12
Baldes, lindsae- 1M Diving- 125.55, 3M Diving- 183.23
Lowe, Erin- 1650 Free- 18:16.87
Rhodes, Beth- 200 Back- 2:16.97
11/9 at Western Illinois
W- 129-114
First-Place Finishers:
Lowe, Erin- 1000 Free- 10:58.52
Sherbrooke, Jordan- 200 Free, 500 Free
Kenny, Allison- 50 Free- 25.29, 100 Free- 55.19
Gavey, Claire- 200 IM- 2:17 19
Chu, Erica - 200 Breast- 2:36.25
11/14 at IUPUI
W- 145.5-95.5
First-Place Finishers:
Lowe, Erin- 1000 Free- 11 :05.50

Garvey, Claire- 200 IM - 2:18.11
Arnold, Angelina- 1-Meter Diving · 188.10
Young, Freda- 200 Fly· 2:16.29
Sherbrooke, Jordan - 500 Free, 200 Breast
11/21 at Saint louis
L- 114-128
F1rst-Piace Finishers:
Kenny, Allison - 200 Free - 1:58 70, 100 Free - 54.42
Curry, Jenny- 50 Free- 25.79
Rhodes, Beth - 100 Fly- 1:03.05
Sherbrook, Jordan- 500 Free- 5:16.70
12/8 at Butler
W- 160-93
First-Place Finishers:
Sherbrook, Jordan- 1000 Free, 100 Breast, 200 Breast
Garvey, Claire - 200 Free- 2:01 .45, 400 IM - 4:50.21
Wroblewski, Alicia- 100 Back- 1:04.86
Kenny, Allison · 50 Free - 24.47, 100 Free - 54.94
Rhodes, Beth- 200 Back- 2:18.94
Lowe, Erin - 500 Free - 5:26.40
1/18 at Millikin
W- 161-41
First-Place Finishers:
Jones, Jolene - 1650 Free- 19:24.99
Sherbrooke, Jordan - 200 Free - 2.00.44
Kenny, Allison- 50 Free- 25.50, 100 Free - 52.04
Garvey, Claire- 400 IM- 4:53.91 , 500 Free · 5:22.72
Curry, Jenny- 100 Fly- 1:03.23
Wallace, Christina - 100 Back- 1:05.22
Fischer, Kim - 100 Breast -1 :14.93
1/25 Valparaiso
W-150-54
First-Place Finishers:
Lowe, Enn- 1000 Free- 11 :05.32
Sherbrooke, Jordan- 200 Free, 200 Breast - 2:33.41
Curry, Jenny- 50 Free - 25.28
Kenny, Allison · 100 Free - 54.92
Rhodes, Beth - 200 Back- 2:16.33
Tanis, Gayle - 500 Free- 5:25.60
2/8 SAINT LOUIS
L- 107-140

Senior freestyle
swimmer Sarah
Pinkham takes a
breath during
practice at Lantz
Natatorium.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis

women's swimming ~

Do-it-all Domercant leads
team to solid season
Regular season
men's basketball 2002
11/18 at Boise State- W 73-59
11/21 at (#7) Florida- L 65-99
11/24 at Illinois-Chicago- L 78-91
11/26 at (#13) Marquette- L 74-97
11/30 Evansville- W 94-89
12/3 Western Illinois- W 76-63
12/7 at Indiana State- L 57-63
12/10 at (#14) Illinois- L 68-80
12/20 at Hawai'i- L 65-81
12/21 vs. Cal Poly/SLO- L 70-73 (OT)
12/30 Northern llinois- W 90-75
1/4 at Southeast Missouri- W 85-75
1/9 at Morehead State- L 71-75
1/11 at Eastern Kentucky- L 85-94
1/16 Murray State- L 74-80
1/18 Tennessee-Martin- W 68-60
1/23 at Austin Peay- L 80-87 (OT)
1/25 Aurora- W 80-72
1/30 Tennessee Tech- L 61-69
2/1
Tennessee State- W 96-67
2/4 Southeast Missouri- W 85-73
2/6 Eastern Kentucky- W 95-76
2/8 Morehead State- W 75-69
2/13 at Murray State - L 77-96
2/15 at Tennessee-Martin- W 85-84
2/20 Austin Peay- W 80-76
2/27 at Tennessee State- W 88-75
3/1
at Tennessee Tech- L84-97
3/4 at OVC Tournament (#5) EIU at
Murray State- L 63-74

(Right) Junior guard Jason Wright makes
a pass down the court against the NBC
Thunder on Nov. I I in pre-season play.
Photo by St~ph~n Haas

I36 men's basketball

(Above) Senior guard Henry Domercant broke the Ohio Valley
Conference career scoring record and became the 26th player in NCAA
history to score 2,600 career points March 4 at Murray State, where the
Panthers ended their season.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

Eastern's Craig Lewis
puts a lay up off the glass
for two of his eight
points during a Feb. I win
at Lantz Arena against
Tennessee State.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

Senior guard J.R.
Reynolds fights for a
rebound against
Tennessee-Martin on
Jan. 18 in Lantz Arena.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Women's basketball team
struggles in difficult season
Re ular season
women's basketball 2002
11/22 vs. Sam Houston State- L 61-64
11/23 at Central Florida- L 47-77
11/26 at IUPUI- L 45-51
11/29 Navy- W 77-72
12/3 at Loyola (Chicago)- L 59-72
12/7 Southern Illinois- L 67-82
12/10 at Wisconsin- L 52-78
12/22 at Louisville - L 58-91
12/30 at Indiana State- L 57-82
1/2 Chicago State- L 50-70
1/4 at Southeast Missouri- L 59-74
1/11 at Eastern Kentucky- L 67-78
1/13 at Morehead State- L 70-75
1/18 Tennessee Martin- W 81-70
1/20 Murray State- W 52-47
1/24 IPFW- L 68-71
1/27 at Austin Peay- L 53-73
1/30 Southeat Missouri- L 64-82
2/1
Tennessee State- W 77-68
2/3 Tennessee Tech- W 64-46
2/8 Morehead State- L 52-75
2/1 0 Eastern Kentucky- L 59-78
2/15 at Tennessee-Martin- L 58-62
2/17 at Murray State- L 73-79
2/20 Austin Peay- L 56-68
2/27 at Tennessee State- W 84-80
3/1 at Tennessee Tech- L 71-84
3/4 at OVC Tournament- (#7) EIU at
Semo- L 76-79

Freshma n guard Megan Sparks attacks the basket against
Morehead State Jan. 20 in Lantz Arena. Sparks had 14
points in t he Pa nthers' 52-47 win.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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(Far left) Junior guard
lauren Dailey led all
Panther players in
scoring this season
with an average of
13.1 points per game.
Photo by Nate Bloomquist

(Left) Senior forward
Kayla Bloemer attacks
the basket in a home
game at Lantz Arena.
Photo by Matt Htinhtit

Sophomore guard Rachel Karros
dribbles around an opponent from
Chicago State on Jan. 2 at Lantz
Arena. The Panthers lost all of their
games over Winter Break.
Photo by Stephen Haas

women's basketball
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Men's track team
enjoys successful year

(Above) Freshman C.J. Wilson throws the discus during the Big Blue Classic on April 3. The men's track and
field team took first place at the event.
(Opposite page, top) A member of the track team sets himself to run during an indoor practice early in the
season.
(Opposite page, bottom) With a time of 29 minutes and 36.36 seconds in the I 0,000 meter run at the Mt.
Sac Relays in California, Kyle O'Brien owns the second-best time in school history. His time is behind the
No. I time, held by Joe Sheeran ( 1978), by about three seconds.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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Regular season
men's indoor track 2003
1/25 EIU Quadrangular- 1st (of 3)
2/1 at Illinois Classic- 4th (of 4)
2/7-2/8 at Indiana Invitational- No Team
Scores
2/14-2/15 at Cannon IV Classic - No Team
Scores
2/21 Friday Night Special - No Team
Scores
2/28-3/1 Ohio Valley Conference Indoor
Championships - 1st Place
3/7-3/8 at Last Chance Meets
3/14-3/15 at NCAA Championships
**Final scores were not available for outdoor
track at press time
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Women's track team
shows strength, speed

ReQular season
women's indoor track 2003
12/8 Indiana State- No Team Scores
1/18 EIU Mega Meet- No Team
Scores
1/25 EIU Quadrangular- 2nd (of 5)
2/1 at Illinois Classic 4th (of 4)
First-Place Finisher: Alicia
Harris, (So)- 400 Meter Dash56.86
2/7-2/8 at Indiana Invitational - No
Team Scores

142 women's track

2/14-2/15 at Cannon IV Classic - No
Team Scores
2/21 Friday Night Special - No Team
Scores
2/28-3/1 Ohio Valley Conference
Indoor Championship - 4th Place
3/7-3/8 at Last Chance Meets
3/14-3/15 at NCAA Championships
** Final scores were not available for
outdoor track at press time

(Above) Senior Jessica Sams grimaces while throwing the shot put April 3 at the Big Blue Classic in O' Brien Stadium. The
women's team took sixth place in the Panthers' only home meet of the track and field season. The men's team snagged
first place.
(Opposite page) Senior thrower Sandra Hussey practices throwing the javelin April 3.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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Men's baseball team
overcomes rough start
Although the Panthers faced fierce competition,
the team managed to tum in a solid season

Seniors Bret Pignatiello and Damon
White talk during the first game against
IPFW March 29. Pignatiello was named
National Player of the Week on April I
while White received OVC Co-Pitcher of
the Week honors that same week.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Eastern junior outfielder Nolan Cork rocks back in his stance awaiting a pitch during the
second game of a March 29 double header against Indiana University-Purdue University at
Fort Wayne.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz gives sophomore pitcher Jason Pinnell a few pointers during a mid-March practice.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

Freshman Mike Budde pitched three scoreless innings in a 133 Panthers loss to Indiana State.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

Sophomore pitcher Jason Pinnell warms up before a game.
Pinnell was not immune to Illinois State's explosive offense on
April I when the Redbirds beat the Panthers 16-9. Pinnell
yielded five runs (four earned) in 1/3 of an inning of relief
work.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Panther softball team can't
overcome dismal start

Freshman pitcher Ashley Condon throws March 29 during the second of three weekend games against Tennessee Tech. Condon
was tagged for nine runs in a 9-0 loss.
Photo by Stephe n Haas
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(Above) Senior pitcher Kristen Becker throws during a home game.
(Left) Panther freshman Cassandra North throws the ball in from the
outfield during a weekend game against Tennessee Tech. Eastern was
swept by the Golden Eagles in a three-game homestand.

(Above left) Eastern senior catcher Kristin Darnell protects home plate
while tagging out Southeast Missouri's Katy Hacker in the sixth inning.
Darnell prevented the tying run from crossing the plate and gave
Eastern a 1-0 victory in the first game of a conference double-header on
April9.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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Men's tennis takes
down the competition

(Above) Panther junior C.J. Weber sparked a successful
men's tennis season. Weber was named to the all-Ohio
Valley Conference first team.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Right) Weber sends a serve across the net against Murray
State's Thiago Gondim in early April. Weber lost 6-0, 4-6,
S-7.
Photo by Daniel Williams
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Regular season
men's tennis 2003
matches won

at Butler
1/28
vs. Wisconsin-Green Bay
1/30
at Marquette
1/31
2/20
at Cleveland State
2/21
at Toledo
at Dayton
2/22
at Wright State
2/24
at Samford
3/14
at Tennessee-Martin
3/22
at Austin Peay
3/23
Murray State
4/5
Tennessee State
4/10
4/11
IPFW
4/12
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
4/18
4/25-4/27 at OVC Championships:
Third Place Finish
Top three singles players:
1. C.J. Weber
2. Brandon Blankenbaker
3. Lukasz Pluta
Top doubles team :
Weber/Biankenbaker

0-7
2-5
4-3
6-1
3-4
2-5
4-3
4-3
4-3
5-2
3-4
7-0
7-0
5-2
4-2

11-4
11-5
12-3
9-5

(left) Senior Matt Sadler serves in a practice. Sadler
(Vancouver, B.C.) is one of three players on the men's
team that is not from the United States.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Women's tennis survives
injuries to take fourth in OVC

(Right) A women's tennis team
player reaches for the ball during
an early season practice in Lantz
Fieldhouse.
(Below) Eastern senior Jana
Matouskova returned from injury
to help the Panthers win a key
doubles match the weekend of
April 12-13.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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ular season
1/25
2120

at Missouri
at Cleveland State

m1

~~~o

1-6
7-0
~

2123
at Wright State
2124
at Dayton
2/28
at Saint Louis
3/1
vs. Southern Mississippi
3/14
at Samford
3/22
at Tennessee-Martin
3/23
at Austin Peay
3/25
at Butler
4/5
Murray State
4/10
Tennessee State
4/11
IPFW
4/12
Morehead State
2-5
4/18
Eastern Kentucky
4/25-4/27 at OVC Championships: Fourth

4-0
4-3
1-6
4-0
4-3
4-3
6-1
1-6
1-6
7-0
6-1
4-3
Place

Top three singles players:
1. Becky Brunner
2. Sarah Freeman
3. Becky Carlson

12-5
11 -5
10-6

Top three doubles teams:
1. Becky Carlson/ Amber Lenfert
2. Becky Brunner/ Sarah Freeman
3. Audra Koerner/ Jill Wirtz

8-4
6-6
6-1

(Left) Sophomore Sarah Freeman returns a volley in a March
practice.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Below) Junior Becky Brunner (left) and her doubles partner,
junior Amber Lenfert, practice at Darling Courts.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Male Athlete of the Year
enr

mercant

by nate bloomquist

" It's great that they regard me so hi ghly," Domercant
said. "And I've felt very honored and blessed to have
their support."
Fans didn 't need a scorebook to tell when Henry
When Lantz Arena was quiet in the off-season,
Domercant was playing a great game.
Domercant couldn 't stop going there. Local lore says
When that happened, Domercant fl ashed a smile the
Oh He nry took 500 shots at 8 a.m., and another 500 at
size of Naperville, hi s hometown and the state's third
practices and few hundred more
largest city.
after practice.
Win or lose, Domercant's the
"I don't know if it's that
cool g uy in the gym. He' d fl ash a
many,"
Domercant said while
truly believe with
grin visible to those sitting behind
fl ashing another smirk.
the g iant video screens in Lantz.
Henry that we have a
Domercant began his
He carries a smi le Mi ss
grueling routine at midnight and
hero in our midst. His
America's sister, Alexandra
developed a gym rat pack.
Harold, couldn't resist. The pair
"When I started I was by
charisma is special and
has dated for more than two years .
myself, but we had a few come
" I saw her there on Lhe
everything else about
in the morning, and we had a
volleyball team one day, and I
'night club,"' Domercant said.
him is just special.
thought, ' Wow,"' Domercant said.
"We said we'd shoot the lights
"So I went up to her and worked a
out because we were at the rec
little of my magic, and through
- Panther Basketball until they turned the lights out
patience and persistence it
on us."
worked."
Coach Rick Samuels
The tireless training paid
Domercant has another
off and Domercant ranks among
accompJjshment to smile about the NCAA's upper echelo n of
he was this year's Daily Eastern
players. He, Larry Bird and Pete
News Male Athlete of the Year.
Marovich are the only three to be ranked in the nation's
But Domercant can't stop smiling, and he has given
top five scoring list for three years.
Panthers fan s plenty to beam about.
But before then, the fanfare wasn't as loud.
"I trul y believe with Henry thal we have a hero in
Domercant didn ' t have a breakout year at Naperville
our midst," said Panther head coach Rick Samuels.
North during his junior year, but caught the attention of
''Henry is special. His charisma is special and
Eastern and he signed. During his senior year at North,
everything else about him is just special."
he led the Chicago area in scoring and drew attention
Panther fans still smile about the ni ght he dropped
from schools in the Southeastern Conference. He said
46 points o n Tennessee Tech in Cookeville, Tenn. They he doesn't regret his early signing.
couldn't stop talking about how he held his own
"I figure God wanted me at Eastern fo r a reason,"
against Illinois, Florida and Marquette this year. Fans
said Domercant, who wore shoes with the words, "For
longed for the nex t lime he would hi t a three-pointer so God's glory" written on them with a Sharpie marker
T-shirts and O ' Henry candy bars could be launched
while he played.
their way. Fans carry nothing but awe when they talk
If it all fall s away, and Do mercant wakes up with
about how he beat Jim Tay lor's school record for points knees swollen to the size of Coles County, he has a
scored before hi s senior season's halfway mark.
backup plan.
Domercant showed nothing but gratitude to those
''I'm really into music, so I'd like to do something
fan s. He' d like them to bui ld a statue .
with that," he said. " I'm into hip-hop and I write
staff writer

I
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poetry."
Samuels and many close to Domercant could see
plan C come to life. Domercant already has a Yogi
Berra-like list of sayings at the ready and was dubbed a
"Zen master" by a local media outlet.
But Oh Henry said the Zen stops here and he will
always play "for God's glory."
"I had a high school coach who gave us a quote

every week, and I just remembered them all ,"
Domercant said. " I carry all of that with me."
Samuels said Oh Henry's willingness to be "one with
the rims" could carry the stuff movies are made of.
" Henry will be successful in anything he decides to
pursue whether it be the business world or whatever,"
Samuels said. "In fact, we may see in Henry in
Hollywood one day."

Henry Domercant's performance on Eastern's basketball team earned him the title of The Daily Eastern News' Athlete of the
Yea r.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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The Daily Eastern News'

Female Athlete of the Year

After being named most valuable player on the women's rugby team for two years in a row, Katie Taake was
chosen as The Daily Eastern News' Female Athlete of the Year.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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by matt meinheit
staff writer
When senior flanker Katie Taake came to Eastern
she didn't know how to play rugby, but she learned and
has two team most valuable player awards to her credil.
Taake said a girl on her floor in
Carman Hall convi nced her to
come to practice one day during
her freshman year.
Taake's father, Randy, said he
was the one who first suggested
playing rugby to his second oldest
child.
" It was my idea (Katie playing
rugby)," Randy Taake said. "We
were up there when we dropped
(Taake's older sister) Courtney off
for school, and I told Katie that
she should try out for that next
year."
Eastern head coach Frank
Graziano remembers when Taake
first asked him about playing rugby.
"She showed up for a meeting and said, 'I can do
that ki nd of stuff,' and sure enough she could,"
Graziano said. " rt's not that very often when you can
find a kid like that, that just walks into your office."
Graziano said Taake, who competed in four sports at
Jerseyvi lle Commun ity High School, was clearly a
gifted athlete, and she had the skj II necessary to
succeed in rugby.
"She has a pretty nice high school resume."
Graziano said. "She was one of those girls or guys that
was good enough to stand out on her team but didn't
stand out enough to be recruited by colleges ...
While Taake might have had the talent to play rugby.
she sti II had to learn how to play a new sport.
"It took me a long time." Taake said. ·-rm still
learning the rules. I'm definitely maturing as a player."
Part of learning how to play was learning how to
play the demanding flanker position.
Graziano said flanker is comparable to a midfielder
in soccer because thal player has to play defense and
offense at the same time.
"She is what we would call the perfect flanker,"

t

e

Graziano said. "She's strong, she's very athletic and
she's very fit."
Despite being "the perfect flanker," Taake struggled
with the position at the beginning of her career at
Eastern.
"Before she figured out how to play the position,
before her sophomore year, she
would wear herself out,"
Graziano said. "Now she
understands the game so well."
"It would be frustrating
because no one really knows
what rugby is," Taake said. "I
was still learning, especially my
freshman year."
One thing Taake didn't worry
about when she started playing
rugby was the game's reputation
for being extremely physical.
"It dido 't really scare me,
and I thought it would be pretty
neat," Taake said.
Taake has developed a
reputation for playing so hard she actually hurts her
own teammates.
"Katie is more known for hurting her own
teammates, so l was more worried about the other
kids," said Taake's mother, Terri.
"She was kind of famous for hurting the other girl s
on her hi gh school basketball team."
Graziano said Taake hurts her teammates in practice
because they are not prepared for her when they are
goi ng at half speed and Taake is at full speed.
Despite her propensity for injuring others, Taake has
been able to avoid major injuries herself. Graziano said
Taake has played in every minute of every game since
her sophomore year in the fall of 2000.
On April 6, in a match agai nst the University of
Illinois, Taake felt some of the pain she normally
dishes out when somebody cleated her in the face.
Taake stayed in the game even though her eye was
swollen shut.
"My parents were at the game when I got c leated,"
Taake said. '·After the game, instead of saying, ' Hey,
check thal oul,' they took a picture so they could show
iLto people."

Katie is what we
would call the perfect
flanker. She's strong,
she's very athletic and
she's very fit.

- Women's Rugby
Coach Frank Graziano
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Pumping up the crowd
The Pink Panthers focus on entertaining crowds at sporting events

(Above) Eastern's
Pink Panthers
perform during a
regular season
football game at
O'Brien Stadium.
The squad was one
of many highlights
during Eastern's
half-time activities.
Photo by Rebecca
Hutchison
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(Left) A group of
Pink Panthers
perform during a
halftime show at
O' Brien Stadium.

Cheering for

the masses
Panther cheerleaders keep
the fans on their toes with
their enthusiastic routines

(left) The Eastern cheerleading team cheers on the Panther football
team as they are about to run out from the locker room during a
home football game.
(Above) The cheerleaders perform a team lift during the
Homecoming football game.
Photos by Rebecca Hutchison
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Panther Marching Band, flags
entertain crowd at sporting events

(Above) Eastern's marching band
provides entertainment at one of
the many home football games at
O'Brien stadium. The Panther
marching band endures rigorous
practice to ensure they are in tiptop form when games roll around.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Right) The Panther marching
band entertains the crowd at one
of the many halftime shows at
O' Brien Stadium.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
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Erin Campbell, a sophomore elementary education major, practices with the color guard outside of McAfee.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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Panther fans take a stand

(Above) Panther fans cheer on the men's basketball team during Monday's exhibition game against NBC Thunder in Lant:r Arena. The
Panthers won 95-89.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Opposite page, above) Jessica Horwitz, a freshman geology and radiation physics major, one of three winners as part of the "Let's
Make a Deal: Pack the Place" promotion, choose the $50 gift certificate to Wai-Mart, Jan. IS in the Lant:r Arena.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Opposite page, below) EIU fans pack the stands during a football game at Lant:r Arena.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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A devoted crew
Eastern's 'Blue Crew' expresses their school spirit
by donning paint, bandanas and Panther colors
(Above) Members of the "Blue Crew,'' a group of Eastern students who cheer on sports teams, intently watch a February home
basketball game in Lanti Arena.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

(Opposite page, above) Students show their support for the home team by spelling out "Eastern" in painted letters on their stomachs
during the Homecoming game.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Opposite page, below) Softball fans brave chilly temperatures to cheer on the Panthers at Williams Field on March 30.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Scott Levi (left) and Ed Werhle, both history professors, field questions from students about national security and national politics Sept.
18. The event was part of "EIU Remembers Sept. I 1."
Photo by Stephen Haas
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(Above) Carol Stevens, an English professor,
asks questions about faculty concerns to
David Radavich, president of UPI, during a
UPI meeting Oct. 7 in the Lumpkin Hall
Auditorium.
(Left) English professor Bonnie Irwin talks
with faculty members about technology in
the last of several installments of a
symposium called "Technology and Us."
Photos by Colin McAuliffe
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Eastern

Leaders shaping leaders

(Above) Professor jerry Eisenhour of the Theatre Arts
Department teaches a variety of theatre classes. His office
and classroom have been relocated due to the renovation
process on the Fine Arts Building.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

(Right) David Radavich leans down to assist a student
during one of the English classes he taught during fall
semester.
Photo by Amanda Vickery
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Howard Black, professor of organic and medicinal chemistry, watches as Andrea Mitchell, senior chemistry major, works on creating new
organic reactions in the Physical Sciences building chemistry lab. In January, it was announced that Black received a $100,000 grant from
the Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation to continue his research in the field of chemistry. Black said he would use the money to go to
the salary of a post-doctorate student and to purchase research materials or fund research-oriented travel.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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State of the Union
UP! helps negotiate new faculty contract without a strike
University faculty walk
during an informational
picket Oct. 23 in front of
Old Main. University
Professionals of Illinois,
the faculty union, was
trying to negotiate a
new contract with the
administration at
Eastern.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Frances Murphy, a professor in the school of family and consumer sciences, distributes fliers informing students about a potential
strike and what the teachers were demanding in their contract negotiations Feb. 3 outside the Food Court in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Eastern

Rally for the cause

English professors Carol Dudley and Ray Watkins talk to each other during a Dec. I 0 faculty union rally in front of Old Main. The faculty
was in the midst of tense negotiations with the administration for a three-year contract. Dudley said, "If we don't stand up now, the
students will suffer later."
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Striking an agreement

Karl-ludwig Konrad, UPI treasurer and associate professor of foreign languages, counts ballots with David Radavich, UPI president
and English professor, Feb. 24 in the English Conference Room in Coleman Hall. More than 75 percent of UPI members ratified a
tentative agreement for a four-year contract during that vote. The Board of Trustees ratified a four-year contract with the
University Professionals of Illinois on March 18.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Eastern Facu ty

Making a world of difference

(Above) Craig Eckert, professor of
sociology and anthropology, talks to
students about "Us and Technology" as
part of the Technology Centennial
Symposium in the Arcola/Tuscola room of
the Martin luther King Jr. University
Union.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Right) Chuck Nivens, a graphic design
professor, explains about text and the
qualities of it to his class at Art Park
West.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
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John Emmett, professor in the physical education department, talks to students and faculty about the physiology of
running a marathon. Emmett has run six marathons.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Interim President lou Hencken delivers the State of the University speech April I 5 in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin luther
King Jr. University Union. Hencken covered budget woes for the 2003 and 2004 fiscal years and explained how the university
would come up with Gov. Rod Blagojevich's callback of $1.4 million from the FY2003 budget.
Photo by Stephen Haas

Eastern Administration
Louis Hencken Interim President
Blair Lord
VP for Academic Affairs
Jill Nilsen
VP for External Relations
Jeff Cooley
VP for Business Affairs
Shirley Stewart VP for Student Affairs
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Nationally renowned tap dancer Reggie the Hoofer gets Blair Lord, vice president for academic
affairs, to tap dance with him during the African American Heritage Banquet Feb. I in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Tom Cotter, a New York native, pauses to let the joke he just told sink into the audience's heads Jan. 17 in the 7th Street Underground.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe

Entertaining the campus

Members of the Collegiate Band perform March 4 in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Shane Reichart jams out with Ryan Groff (not pictured) as part of Chuckstock Sept. 7 at Kiwanis Park on Harrison Avenue in
Charleston.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Ballet with a twist
Students watch peiformers from Mexico strut their stuff

Maria Avila, performs a dance to Tonatu, the Great Spirit of the Sun, Sept. 18 as part of Ballet Folklorico Mexico in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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Members of the comedy group Lunch box Voodoo perform a sketch depicting men with PHS during their act in the Seventh Street
Underground Feb. 28 in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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As a result of glitches, students living in university housing lose power

Yasnaya Gilbert (left) and Emily Watterson, both junior famiy and consumer sciences majors and residents of Lawson Hall, wait in
the Taylor Dining Hall Center while the staff of both Lawson and Taylor Halls decide if it is safe for students to return to their room. A
shortage in a main electrical cable cut power to the South Quad on Nov. 17.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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Thomas Hall residents wait outside during a power outage Nov. 17 that cut electricity to the entire South Quad. The outage
was caused by an electrical shortage in a main cable, which created smoke that filtered into Thomas Dining Center, Thomas
Hall and Lawson Hall through underground ser vice tunnels.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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A Night in Shantytown
Habitat for Humanity raises money for the less fortunate by living in boxes overnight

(Above) An empty guitar case lies open on the sidewalk in front of Booth Library April II. The campus chapter of Habitat for Humanity
put on Shantytown, a fund raising project where participants sleep in boxes overnight.
(Opposite page) Darcey Voyles, a senior English major, spray paints a sign April I 0 in the Library Quad to get ready for Shantytown. Voyles
is the vice president of the campus chapter of Habitat for Humanity. Signs were put up for students to put their names on after making a
donation. RSO's and residence halls were able to buy whole pieces of wood to decorate and put up.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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Judy touts 'campus change'
Students elect Caleb Judy as Student Body President in 2003-2004

Caleb Judy, a senior English major, smiles after being named student body president April 23 in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. He succeeded Alison Mormino, a graduate student in political science.
Photo by Daniel Williams
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Matt Idleman, a freshman undecided major, drops his ballot in the ballot box after voting in Student Senate elections Nov. 19 in
Coleman Hall.
Photo by Cait lin Bullis
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Groups and Recognized
Student Organizations

Members of the Dead Juggler's Society play Tic Toe, where the pairs facing each other toss clubs across each other in turn.
Photo by Joaquin Ochoa

_ 186 groups

Members of Phi Alpha Eta meet in the Biological Sciences building for a monthly meeting. Phi Alpha Eta is an
honorary society dedicated to "women's academic excellence" according to a list of Recognized Student
Organizations for 2002-2003.
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison

Christian Campus House
Sigma Gamma Rho
The Daily Eastern News
Zeta Phi Beta
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Groups

Special thanks to these groups that
supported the Warbler!!

Christian Campus House

Sigma Gamma Rho

Sitting, left to right: Shonda Clancy-President, Carolyn Perkins-Advisor, Michelle Williams-Vice President
Standing, left to right: Lauren Wright, Arreona Watson, Nafisah Freeman, Kristen Woodruff, Bianca Roberson,
Crystal Simon, Keanna Mahone.
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The Daily Eastern News

left to right, front row: Tim
Martin, Karen Kirr, Michelle
Jones
Second row: Colin McAuliffe,
Amee Bohrer, Carly Mullady,
Jessica Danielewicz
Third Row: Stephen Haas,
Jamie Fetty, Jennifer
Chiariello, Matt Williams,
Angela Harris
Fourth Row: Nate
Bloomquist, Ben Erwin, John
Chambers, Niki Jensen
Fifth Row: Matt Meinheit,
Matt Stevens, Dan
Valenziano, Ben Turner

Zeta Phi Beta

left to right, front row:
Stephanie Bailey-Secretary,
Jory McMillian, Kimberly
Jenkins-Scholarship Chair,
Kendra Newman-Service
Chair
Second row:
Antoinette lockettParliamentarian, laShawnda
Nimox, Tamara Jordan,
latrice Campbell-President,
lennia Campbell, Tiearra
Steele, lynell Everett,
Shanita Kelly-Treasurer
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New fraternity: Phi Kappa Theta
by eram cowlas
sports editor

These ideals and goals come from the original
fraternity, which was founded in 1889 at Brown
University.
The Illinoi s Alpha Omega Colony of Phi Kappa Theta
was founded in January 2002 when a student from the
Lewis University transferred to
Eastern, bringing with him stories and
idea ls from his former fraternity.
Social chair Greg Garosalo, a
sophomore special services
management major, is glad the colony
was approved on campus.
As a charter member of the group. he said he is happy
with the progress they have made.
" I' m really impressed with how it's going," he said.
Dudolski said they are so fast, Phi Kappa Theta was the
fastest colony to meet the requirements in the nation.
Despite its progress, Phi Kappa Theta still needed to
meet a few more goals before being recognized by the
fraternity's natio nal headquarters.
Dudo lski said the group sti ll needed to recruit about I 0
more members and meet a minimum grade point average
to be recognized nationally. However, he had no doubt
that the students would meet their goals.

<PK

A group of Eastern students are looking to expand on
the definition of brotherhood and philanthropy on
campus.
Eastern 's chapter of Phi Kappa Theta
was unanimously voted in as a recognized
fraternity by the Interfraternity Counci l
(IFC) on April 1.
Bob Dudolski, director of Greek Li fe,
said he thinks the fraternity has exceeded
expectations and is off to a strong start.
"I think they are doing an incredible j ob," he said.
''They have become well-acquainted with other groups on
campus and have chosen outstanding leaders"
President Marty Shaughnessy, a senior biologica l
sciences major, said the fraternity's main objective is to
do philanthropic work on and off campus. The group is
scheduled to participate in the Special Olympics.
Phi Kappa Theta would also li ke to expand its
membership and network with other groups to create
bigger opportunities for doing community service and
making a difference.

8

Bobby lincoln, a junior English
major, and Veronica Espinosa, a
senior recreation administration
major, have fun during a speech
team practice. The pair
competed in an event called duo
interpretation, and they
performed so well that they
qualified for the National
tournament in Mississippi.
Members of the speech team
travel to different colleges every
week to compete in meets.
Events include: after dinner
speaking, persuasive speaking,
poetry and prose,during which
they interpret the emotions of a
piece for an audience.
Photo submitted
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Jugglers' Society tosses its way to fun
by jesse wu
staff writer

When asked what was in his backpack, Josh Reeley
said he had a couple sets of juggling balls and three
juggling clubs. His backpack is partially opened in
order to accommodate all of the supplies he transports
from Carman Hall.
"The things we do to juggle," Reeley said.
The Juggler's Society has more than 20 members,
and not all the members are from Eastern.
Several Juggler's Society members travel from
University of Illinois to attend meeting, according to
Cara Moran, co-president of the Juggler's Society.
Not all of the members are from the same age group
either.
Marko Dzamtovski calls himself an "old timer."
Originally from Yugoslavia, he attended circus
school and graduated from college there as well.
Dzamtovski has been juggling for 30 years, but now
he specializes in "pi tooing," juggling and spiuing
ping-pong balls in the air with his mouth.

"Only two people in the history of juggling have
done what I can do," Dzamtovski said of all the
techniques he has performed.
Another important aspect of the group is that no
experience is necessary.
"Anyone can come," said Moran. "You don't need
to know how to juggle."
Nathan Pepper and his track teammate Daniel
Strackeljahm joined two weeks ago.
"We just thought we'd come and check it out," said
Pepper.
Juggling at Eastern began "either four or I 0 years
ago when a large club was formed," according to
Moran. Unfortunately, many of the members
graduated, and the club came to an end .
But Moran felt a void that was once filled by the
juggling club at her high school, and in fall 2002 the
Juggler's Society was revived after contacting Dr.
Wolcott, the former adviser of the old juggling club.
After she received approval from Dr. Wolcott, Moran
began tracking down potential members with special
talents.
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campus

(Above) Brian Esker, a
senior elementary
education major, saranwraps the car of friend
Tony Bears for his
birthday outside of Bears'
house on Grant Ave. near
9th Street.
Photo by Colin

McAuliff~

(Right) Caleb linn, 7, of
Charleston, gets help
holding an M-16 A2 rifle
from Jonathan Voyt, a
junior social sciences
major on ROTC day Sept.
26.
Photo by Jen Cravens

(Opposite page) Michael
Kuo, an English
instructor, and Natalie
Esposito, a senior English
major who teaches salsa
classes at the student
recreation center,
students and faculty the
basic steps to partner
salsa dancing.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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Students enjoy the snow on the Friday afternoon of Jan. 31 with a game of football on the rugby field across from
Coleman Hall.
Photo by Stephen Haas

- Graduate Students
-Seniors
-Juniors
- Sophomores
-Freshmen
I 94 students

Lindsey Dunton, a freshman undeclared major, looks for books to write a paper in Booth library.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Graduate Students
Lesloe Bates
Technology
Chicago,IL
Mochelle Carey
Dietetocs
Crescent City. FL

Amanda Cole
Busoness AdmonoslratlOI'I
Chetleslon. IL
LonErese
Fa/My and Consumer Scoences

Teu1opolos. IL

Jolhan Kem
Speech Communication
Waukee, lA
Stacy Kotecki
F amoly and Consumer Sciences
Lansong, IL

Cynlhoa Schnell
Economocs
Noble. ll

Justin Loveless of Charleston and
Monica Cameron of Norma l,
alumni of Eastern, had to bundle
up for a walk across campus Jan.
12 outside of Tarble Arts Center.
Photo by Stephen Haas

196 graduate students

Melissa Moody, a
psychology graduate
student, looks through a
textbook Sept. 30 during
the fall sidewalk sale
outside Textbook Rental
Services.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Seniors
Daniel Abbolt
Admin info syslems
Berha"o, IL
Jenn~er Abemalhy

Music-Educalion
Robinson, IL
Chrislina Adams
Family & Consumer Sciences
Springfield, IL
Aaron Aguirre
Family & Consumer Sciences
Joliei, IL

JiiAAdrys
Foreigl Languages
LaGrange Park, IL
Michelle Aukslik
Polilical Science
O~and Park, IL
Brian Bailey
Biological Sciences
O~and Park, IL
Andrew Baker
Finance & Geography
Greenwood, IL

Duslin Baker
C.I.S.
Arcola, IL
Shannon Banks
Elemenlary Educalion
Harvey,IL
Viole! Beachy
C.I.S.
Maltoon, IL
Krislin Becker
Physical Educalion
Belleville, ll

Grelchen Bennelt

c.o.s.

Cha~eslon,

IL

Ryan Binder
Physical Educalion
Holtman Eslales, IL
Tricia Bishop
Elemenlary Educalion
Plainfield, IL
Mary Bissing
Psychology
Chicago, IL

Jeffrey Black
Compuler Managemenl
Casey. IL
Kayla Bloemer
Finance
Charleslon, IL
Krista Bodin
C.D.S.
Villa Grove. IL
Angela Bowman
Psychology
Toledo, ll
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Seniors
Heodo Boyer
Special Educatoon
Bethany, IL
Brandy Brenwatl

Physical Education
Mazon, tl
Jennrter Briseno
Elementary Education
Streamwood, IL

AIICI8 Brooks

FoneArls
Oecatur, IL

Robert Brooks
Family & Consumer Scoences
River Forest. IL
Skye Brouwer
Biological Sciences
Palos Hills, IL
Chad Brueck

e.ology
Charleston, IL
Grace Bruendennan

e.ology
Pana, IL

Glenn Brunton
Mathematics
Lombard,IL
Sabrina Bunning
Elementary Educalion
Moweaqua, IL

Em Burl<ett
Earty Child/Eiem. Education
Alloon, IL

Latnce Gampbell
Psychology
Oanen, IL

Meaghan Canum
Special Education
Springfield, IL

Anna Caputo

Industrial Technologoes

Orland Holls, IL
Cara Carlson
Recreabon AdmoniSirabon
Oregon, IL
Jennifer Carrol
Elementary Educabon
Evergreen Pari<, IL

Robert Cast
Sociology
Fairmont, IL

Jessica CaHo

c.o.s.

Bellevil le, IL

Alison Christel!
Elementary Educabon
Wesl Chicago, IL

Paul Christolanetli
Business Aocountong
Lansing, IL
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Seniors
W~loam

ChOO>bley
MarketJng
Oecatur, IL

Kevtn Churchll
Speech CommunocatJOns
Elk Grove, l l

James Churms
Physal Educatoon
Hoci<O<y Holts, ll

Ronald Comarol~
Art
Calumet Coty, ll

TommiCook
C .I.S.
Bethalto, ll
HeodoCoons
English
ChampaiQn,ll
JessiCa Ann Cra19
Soc~al Science
Davenport, lA
JelfreyCuna
Sooology
Garden Homes. ll

Chad Dagenhart

F.nance
Aobon Daneey
Art Hosto.y
Zlon, ll

JessiCa Dan.elewlcz
Jouma~sm

Rosooe. IL
Brando Dan10ls
Famoly & Consumer Sciences
Chocago,IL

Knstln Darnell
Physical Education
Arnold, MD
Deborah Davodson
Elementa.y Education
Westfield, IL
Jennofer Decola
Elementa.y EducatiOn
RIVerside, ll
Sarah Deloche
Education
Beardstown. tl

Kathenne Dertiny
English
Clarendon Holts, ll

Andrew Derks
Physal Educatoon
Rochester. IL
Andrea OIOhl
MathematiCS
Elfongham, IL
Jaclyn Dulls
Spec~al Educatoon

Elfongham, ll
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Seniors
Amber Dobbs
Psychology
Toledo,IL
Carrie Doll
SpeciaVEiem. Educatton
Greenville, IL

Tabrtha Donsbach
Elementary Educalton
Etfngwn, IL
Melissa Drobnal<
Speech Communocahons
Tinley Pari<, IL

Scott Oucar

Sociology
Chicago, IL
Angela Ounahee
Special Education
ClayCity,IL

Amanda Edwards
SoCiology
Georgetown, IL

Tmolhy Edwards
Speech Convnunocatoons
Robbns,IL

Natalie Esposito
English
Addison,IL
JoAma Faught

Sociology
Mattoon,IL

Allsha Fear
C.I.S.
Newton, IL

Jena Flanrve
Physical Educatton
Pari< Forest, IL

Jill Fleming
Recreation Administration
Mmord,IL
Joseph Forde

Family & Consumer Scoences
Elk Grove, IL
Matthew Frankie
Bdogy
Char1eston, IL
Oarrius F1'8ZJ8r
African Amencan Studoes
Chicago, IL

Melissa Freeman
Elementary Education
MurrayYIIIe, IL
Lee-Alison Friedrich
Education
Belevllle, IL

Car1a Fritz
Business Management
Decatur,IL
Komberty Fuhr
Physical Educatton
Mattoon, IL
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Seniors
Stacey FuhiTII&nn
Boologocal Sc~ences
Decalur, IL
Tllla Gaglaano
Engltsh/Psychology
Palatone, IL
Kathl)'n Golben
Frenc:IVCherndlry
Charleston, IL
Sheila Ginen
Elementary Education
AnbOCh. IL

Chnstopher Gore
Mathematocs/Computer Sc.st
Jacob, IL
Brooke Gossen
PhysiCal Educabon
West Frankfort, IL

Cassie Gough
Psychology
Kansas. IL
Kaa Gowder
Psychology
Hazelcresl. IL

Bothyan Graham
Family & Cons...ner Scoenoas
Sauk Village, IL
Jenn~er Green
Speech Communicalions
Portage, IL

Kentatta Gr-.
Speecll Commumcatoons
DeKalb, IL
JustltlGrMr
Speecll Communtcabons
Carbondale, IL

Kenneth Gnffin
Economics
Forest Park, IL
Amber Groves
Elementary Education
West Ubeny, IL
Marjone Hale
Englosh·Educabon
St. Jacob, IL
Komesa Harold
Speech Communicatoons
Chicago, IL

Gerald Hamson
Elementary Educabon
Olney, IL
Rachel Harnson
Psychology
Charleslon. IL
Dylan Han.gan
Economics
Newton, IL
Juloe Hendnckson
An·Educatoon
New Lenox, IL
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Seniors
Danoel Heywood

SociOlogy
Chicago,ll
Shawn Hogan
Family & Consumer Sciences
Chicago, l l
Ph~

Holdren

Marketong

Manoon, ll
Angela Holenkamp
Early Cluld!Eiem. Educahon
Carlyle. ll

Wi111am Houseworth

Speech Communicahon
Charleston, ll
Gerald Houston Jr.
Park Forest, ll
Jeremy Huff
Education
Spnngfield, IL

Sean Hunt
Accounting
Charleston, IL

Melissa Husted
Elementary Education
Rochester, IL
Kimberly lhrer
Family & Consumer Sciences

llncoln, IL
Tekulve

Ingram

C.I.S .
Chlcago, IL

Dana Iuliano
Fam1ly & Consumer Scoences
Homer Glen, IL

Marilyn Jackson
English
Chicago, ll

Valerie Jany
Early Ch11d/Eiem. EducatiOr'l
New Athens, IL
Amber Johns
Specaal Education

Manoon, IL
Joonofer Johnson
5peCiaJ Education
Woodstock, IL

Lisa Johnston
Family & Consumer Sciences
St. Cha~es, IL
Amber Jones

SociOlogy/Psychology
Ulcoln, IL

MIChelle Jones
Joumaism/Englosh
Franklort, IL

l.JsaJudd
Elementary EducatiOr'l
MaiSellles, IL
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Seniors
Jane Kabogo
Ooetebe$
Charleston. IL
Knsty Kauzlanch

Mall<et.ng
Orland Parle. IL
Tony Kauzlanch
Fonance
Ottand Parle, tL
Amy Kehnek
Graphoc Des~gn
Glenwood. IL

Amy Kincaid
Elementary Education
NeWion, IL
Lisa Kluth
Special Educatoon
Charleston, IL
Michelle Komelly
Famoly & Consumer Sciences
Moun1 Prospect, IL

Joeh Kubiak
Manageme<~t

Lockport, IL

MaurMn Kudtd<
English Eduocatoon
Parle Ridge, IL

Jason Kuester
Mathematocs·Educatoon
Centralia, IL
Theresa Kuhl
Elementary Educatoo
Newton, IL

Tammy KuH
Board of Trustees
Neoga, IL

Rebecca Lands
Special Educaticon
Mascoutah, IL
Kevin Larson
Business Management
Charleston, IL
Anthony Launcella

Speecn Communocatoons
Burr Ridge, IL
Stephen LeClair
Mall<et.ng
NapeMIIe, IL

Chns Lempa

Hostory
Berwyn, IL
Kathenne Under
Educatoon
Banlen, IL

Spe<:~aVEarty Child

Elizabeth Lovesay
Recreaticon Admonostraticon
O~and Parle, IL
Enn Loeffel
Business Management
Cary. IL
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Seniors
Kelly Mann1ng
English
Gu!Me. IL
Chad Mali<et

Graphic Design
011and Pall<, IL
Allison Martin
Speech Communications
Byron, IL
Michelle McBride

Elementary Education
Bethany, IL

Robert McGany
Manoon, IL
Melissa Mcintyre

Admin. Info Systems
Schaumburg, IL
Courtney McKinney
Accounting
Charleston, tl

Oes.ree McNa1re
Psychology
Champaign, IL

Ctinstine Mellema
Spec;oal EducatiOtl
Northlake, IL

Laura MIChael
Special EducatiOtl

Salem, IL
Amy Miller
Biology
Elgin, IL
JesSica Milligan
Elem/Middle EducatiOtl
Pans, IL

Melanie Mitchall
English
Charleston, tL
Tara Mitchell
Speech Convnuru<:atiOtiS
Olney, ll
Donald Mobe<ley Jr

Technology EducatiOtl
Mattoon, IL

Connie Moore

c.o.s.

Flora,IL

Miranda Mosby
Convnunity Heatth Counaelng

Madison, IL
Richard Muse

Mali<eting/Management
Decatur, IL
Jelfrey Muzzy

Bus.ness Adm1n151rat10t1
Mattoon, IL

Jessica Nelson
Heatth Studies
JacksoriVllle, IL
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Seniors
Kelly Newman
Speech Comtnooocatoons
Spnngf181d, IL
Kendra Newman
Spnngf181d, IL
AmberNonow
Famoly & Consumer Saences
Hampshore, IL
Karen Novak
Elementary Education
ChampaJgn, IL

Meghan Novotny
Family & Consumer Sciences
Berwyn,IL
Ashh Payne
Career and Teehn~eal Education
Xenia,IL
Oanoel Peol
Management
Betlevolle, IL
Dana Pekkavonen
Specoai/Eiem Educatoon
Waukegan, IL

Natalie Penny
Management
Chocago,IL

Bu~

Jessoca Personette
Journalism
Ottawa,IL
Mary Phelps
Admon Info systems
Charleston, IL
Jordan Poccinllo
PhysiCal Educatoon
Chicago,IL

KellyPoos
Biological-Sci Education
Highland, IL
Karyn

Prawd~ok

Biology
Lockport, IL
Rachel Probst
All
Elwood,IL
Bryan Radavoch
Socoal Saence
Lans.ng IL

OaV1d Rella

Accountong
Cranbtook, BC

Aesha Rrvers
Pol~ocal Scoence

Heather Ross
Speech Communocatoon
Algonquon, IL
Marie Rusk
Spaeeh Communocation
Hoffman Estates, IL
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Seniors
Tiffany Russell
Family & Cons.mer Scoences
Char1eston. IL
Adam Salinas
Business Management
Minooka, IL

Jetfrey Saooars
Phys.cal EducatJon
Mattoon, IL

Kara Sanders
Accounting
Casey, IL

Anthony Santos

C.I.S.
Decatur, IL
Taunya Satby
EngliSh
Ubertyvile. IL
Erica Sdllote
Elementary Education
Palatine. IL

.kYt Sclvnotz
C.D.S
Meredos.a. IL

Nathan Sdlroeder
Computer Management
FO<t Wayne, IL

Christopher Schug
Industrial Technologies
Chicago, IL
KelySchultz
Special EducatJon
Franklin Par1<. IL

Tara Sample
Speech Commumcations
Geneva.IL

Julie Sheckells
Music-EducatiOn
Glendale Heoghts. IL
JessiCa Shekleton
Family & Consumer Sciences
Chao1eston. IL
Kristle Sheppard

Family & Consumer Scoences
Freeburg. IL
Crystal Stmon
Biologocal Sciences
Hazetcrest, IL

All Stsk
Speech Commumcabon
Seneca,IL

Brent Skogsberg
BuSineSS
Byron, IL
Craog D. Smoth
Politocal Science
Du Ouoin,IL
Jonathon Smrth
Enwoomenlal BIOlogy
TayloMIIe, IL
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Seniors
Holly Spence
Mathematics
Charleston. tl

Lynn Stahllut
018teiJCS
Edwardsville, tl
Elizabeth Stanbeny
Family & Coo$umer Scl8nces
Gre«~up, IL
Tono Steher
Management
Stager, IL

Kytene Stewar1
Famoly & Consumer Sciences
Now Lenox, IL
Trachia Stolz
Admon Info Systems
Oakland, IL
JoiiSweeney
Heahh Stu<lies
Charleston, IL
Rachal Tay1or
CaUon, IL

Jeri Tegtmeyer

Boologocal Sciences
Crete, IL
Komberly Temple
Family & Consumer Sciences
Chicago, IL

NICOle Testory
Psychology

Champaign. ll
Moles Tener
Speech Communications
Joliet, ll

Donald Thomas
Chicago, IL
Leah Thomas

Recreatoon Admonosuatoon
LOYinglon. tl
Amanda Thornton
Biology
Mokena. tl

Jamoe Thrasher
Speaal Educatoon
Smothton. ll

Karla Towler
Elementary Educatoon
Vemon.IL
Kimberly Uebelhoer
Physical Education
Mahomet, IL
NICholas Upton
lndustnal Technologies
Manoon. IL
Mandy Urley
Salem, IL
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Seniors
Korsten Vanduyne
Business Mallageme<lt
Wilmington, IL
Alloson Vanletshoul
Mar1<eting
Chicago,IL
Sarah Vetter
Elementary EducatiOn
Crystal Lake, IL
Domonique Vne
Family & Consooler SCienoes

Broadview, ll

Erin Voelz
Biology
M•lwaukee, WI

Darcey Voytes
English-Educallon
Tuscola, ll
Meissa wade
Elementary Educat1011
Charleston, IL

Melissa Wagner
Accounting
Lansing, IL

Kew~Wal<er

Alhlebe Tnm.ng
Oak Forest, ll
LISII Walker
Early Childhood Educahon
Watseka,IL
Kimberly Wallace
Art-Secondary Education
T10ley Pari<, ll
Atreona L Watson
Family & Consumer SCiences

Mar1<ham, IL

Brenda Weber
Mar1<eting
Bk>omington, IL
Angela While
Aecreallon Admorustr11t1011
LO\IIngton, IL
Timolhy Whrte

Phys.cal Educat•on
Charleston, IL
Jessica Whitson
Elementary Educat1011
Weslfield, IL

Tara Whittngton
Elementary EducatiOII
Belle RIVe, ll

John W1lkes Jr.
Family & Consumer Sciences
Chicago. IL

Jerlrlffer W~II&JTIS
Psychology
Martnsville, IL
Yuvonne Williams
Speech CommunlcatiOII
Ch!Cago, IL
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Seniors
Kyle L . Wilson
Psychology
Country Club Htlls, IL
Amy Winch
Education
Arcola, IL

Ea~y Childhood

Nathan Witsman
Political Science
Cha~eston. IL
Beren Wochholz
Accounting
Bloomington, IL

James Wrench
Industrial Technologies
Plainfield, IL
Susan Wycislo
Business-Education
Tinley Park, IL
Nicholas Yakas
Special Education
Mokena, IL

Greg Senior, a senior
economics major, tries out
the mind machine oxygen
parlor March 21 in the
University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The parlor
was part of the Rest and
Relaxation night sponsored by
University Board, which also
featured massages, wax
hands, candle making and
Adopt-a-Bear.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Juniors
Manhew Clark
Bourbonnais, ll
EramCowtas
Charleston, ll
Jamte Fetty
Rock Island, IL
Andrea Fritz
Schaumburg, ll

Katherine Hoffman
Schaumburg, ll
Michelle Hughes
Byron, ll
Rebecca Hutchison
Naperville, ll
Riki Krankavitch
Catlin, IL

Megan Landreth
Decatur, ll
Colin McAuliffe
Western Springs, IL
nmothy Stolz
Oakland, ll

liam O'Connor, a junior business
major, unloads his belongings on
Jan. 12 with the help of his
brother, Tim O'Connor.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Sophomores
Tori Camfield
Shelbyville, IL
Michelle Hallock
Charleston, IL
Ashley Kissack
Stockland, IL
Alison Personene
Ottawa, IL

Cassie Taylor
Oakland, IL
Amanda Vickery
Marshall, IL

Stacie Frank, a
sophomore
recreational theory
major, takes
advantage of the
resources in the lTC
Lab in Buzzard Hall.
Frank was cutting
out letters to make a
poster.
Photo by Stephen Haas

212 sophomores

Freshmen
Deborah Appleby
Atwood, IL
Christina Coffey
Ashmore, IL
Kelly Finigan
Posen, IL
Ashley Groves
Noble, IL

Jessica Huber
Bridgeport, IL
Tim Martin
Crescent City, IL
Emily Monts
Atwood, IL

Enjoying the mild weather, Shannon Maser, a freshman business management major, plays
frisbee with friends in early March near the campus pond.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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(Above) Kym McCullough, a
sophomore sociology major, gives
prospective Eastern students a look
at Taylor Hall during their tour of
campus Nov. II .

(Right) After a fiction reading in the
Tarble Arts Center on Oct. 24, lewis
Shiner answers questions and talks to
students and faculty about his writing
and chokes of topics. Shiner read
stories and poetry to a crowd of
about 60 students, faculty and
community members.
Photos by StepMn Haas
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Rui Zhu, graduate economics major, prepares food for the Chinese New
Year celebration held at the African American Cultural Center on 7th
Street on Feb. I.

Tastes
around
the globe
Photo by Stephen Haas
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A fun-filled year

Amy Kincaid, senior elementary education major, eats rice and water with Amy Miller, senior biology major, during t he World Hunger
Banquet at the Newman Catholic Center Oct. 15. The two students had been designated as "third-world citizens" for the evening and
couldn't eat anything besides rice and water nor could they talk to anyone else unless they were spoken to directly.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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(Left) Sylvia Donald, a
junior speech
communication and prelaw major, looks at the
Zeta Phi Beta scrapbooks
during the Black Student
Union cultural fair Aug.
31 in the South Quad.
The event was held to
promote campus
minority involvement.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis

(Opposite page, bottom)
Eastern students parade
around campus in
anticipation of their next
class. This is what the
typical rush on campus
looks like when students
head off to classes.
Photo by St ephen Haas
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Jeremy Redeker, a senior speech communication major, turns his head and winces as Pam Burgess, a supervisor for
the Red Cross, sticks the needle into his arm to draw blood in the University Ballroom, in the Martin luther King Jr.
University Union.
(Opposite Page) Brice Donnelly, a graduate student, selects the Krispy Kreme doughnuts of his choice at the Panther
Pantry in the lower level of the Martin luther King Jr. University Union. Krispy Kremes became available at the
Panther Pantry starting in November.
Photos by Caitlin Bullis
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(Opposite page, top) Evan and
Terah Kubicek, the managers of
Jackson Avenue Coffee Shop,
located between Seventh and
Eighth streets and Jackson
Avenue, make coffee for
customers. The Kubiceks are also
full-time Eastern student.s .
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Opposite page, bottom) Dan
Wade, Mike Chorvat and Brandon
Capetillo of the band Empyrean
rock the University Ballroom
Nov.9 during Greenfest .
Empyrean is one of four acts that
played as a fund-raiser for the
campus Green Party.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Left) Jill Gates, junior secondary
education major; Becki Kreiling,
junior education major; Laura
Raddatz, junior computer
information systems major;
Amanda King, senior marketing
major and Anita Fischer, junior
special education major, have
their picture taken as part of the
African American Heritage
Celebration on Feb. 21 .
Photo by Rebecca Hutchison
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(Above) Becky Peadro, a junior
elementary education major,
talks on her cellular phone
while walking down Seventh
Street on Jan. 14.
(Right) Matt Regan, a
freshman physical education
major, takes a look at the
exhibit " Down on the Farm" in
the Tarble Arts Center Dec. 12.
The exhibit was on display
through January.
Photos by Stephen Haas
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Holli Younger, a freshman elementary education major, studies April 20 outside of Booth Library. Younger came outside to
enjoy fresh air and mild temperatures while studying.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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(Left) Pam Fischer, junior
marketing major, helps Jeni
Nation, junior special
education and English
major, decorate in Nation's
room. The two were putting
lights on the tree and in the
window.
Photo by Stephen Haas

(Below) Clockwise from left:
Kara Rawdin, a junior
psychology major; Olu
Akintorin, ajunior business
administration major; and
Valerie May, a junior
education major, carve
pumpkins in preparation
for Halloween a week
before the date.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Jeremy Hayes, a senior
recreation and
administration major,
enjoys the weather and
grills brats for dinner on
Labor Day.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Briseno, Jennifer 199
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Brooks, Robert 199
Brouwer, Skye 199
Brown, Aaron 14
Brown, Brittany 130
Brueck, Chad 199
Bruenderman, Grace 199
Brunner, Becky 151
Brunton, Glenn 199
Budde, Mike 145
Bunning, Sabrina 199
Burgess, Pam 218
Burkett, Erin 199
Bush, George W. 111
Bussman, Tim 99

Callaway, Ryan 85
Cameron, Monica 196
Camfield, Tori 2 12
Campbell, Erin 159
Campbell, Latrice 189, 199
Campbell, Lennia 189
Canum, Meaghan 199
Capetillo, Brandon 221
Caputo, Anna 199
Carey, Michelle
196
Carlson, Cara 199
Carr, Jaylee 128
Carroll, Jennifer 199
Casbarian, Rachel 18
Cast, Robert 199
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Cazy, Janelle 66
Chambers, John 189

Chappelle, Dave 112
Chiariello, Jennifer 189
Chorvat, Mike 221
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Christofanelli, Paul 199
Chumbley, William 200
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Churms, James
200
Cimarolli, Ronald 200
Cini, Dale 79
Ciolino, Tony 34
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21 1
Clark, Matthew
Claver, Aaron 24
Clem, Derek 67
Cloran, Cathy 64
Coffey, Christina 213
Cole, Amanda 196
Condon, Ashley
146
Conley, Jamie 106
Conrad, Jessica 131
Cook, Tommi 200
Coons, Heidi 200
Cork, Nolan 144
Cotter, Tom 176

lee Ann Roerdink, a
freshman undecided major,
practices kicking an
attacker with Officer James
Wiliams of the University
Police Department while
Madeline Rariden (left), a
freshman undecided major,
and Katie Gillen, a freshman
graphic design major, watch
in the lobby of Ford Hall
Nov. 13 at a program put
together to teach self
defense techniques to
residents of Ford.
Photo by Caitlin Bullis
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Cowlas, Eram 211, 238
Craddock, Eric 34
Craig, Jessica Ann 200
Craven, Katie 108
Crement, Joe 86
Curia, Jeffrey 200

Dagenhart, Chad 200
Dailey, Lauren 139
Dancey, Robin 200
Danielewicz, Jessica 189, 200

Kelly McMaster, a sophomore elementary education
major, throws a softball to Ashley Ballerini, a sophomore
elementary education major, March 16 in the Tarble Arts
Field. McMaster and Ballerinin were outside enjoying the
weather, which reached a high of 73 degrees.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Kate Diguido, a freshman undecided
major, walks to her residence hall
through a snowfall on a February
afternoon near Booth Library.
Photo by Colin McAuliffe
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Allison Witt,
coordinator for the
Study Abroad program,
gives information to
accounting majors Janie
Davis and Ann
Schwingel during an
open house in the
University Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union in
January.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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Matt Gonnella, freshman education major, observes sunspots with his telescope. Gonnella's
astronomy class was learning how to properly use telescopes to observe the sun.
Photo by Stephen Haas
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While the yearbook staff itself did not experience any
major events, we kept busy following the news on campus
and in Charleston throughout the year. Here are a few of
what we considered to be the most important events of the
2002-2003 school year:
+ English instructor Bill Feltt was attacked outside the
Martin Luther JGng Jr. University Union on Aug. 27, only
one day after the start of school.
+ Construction began on the Doudna Fine Arts
Bui lding, displacing students other locations across
campus and around Charleston. Con truction on the new
Human Services building began between Thomas and
Klehm halls, as well.
+ On Sept. II, Eastern remembered the one-year
anniversary of the terrorist attacks with a memorial
ceremony in which the names of all the victims of the
tragedy were read aloud.
+ Eastern students Brian Ford and Todd Bruns
committed suicide in separate incidents in the faJl
semester.
+ Anthony Mertz was found guilty of the murder of
Eastern student Shannon McNamara in February. He was
sentenced to the death penalty - the first person to
receive that sentence since former Gov. George Ryan
commuted all death sentences in early January.
+ Notable guests and performers included the Rev.
Jesse Jackson, Jeff Foxworthy, Dave Chappelle, Everclear,
Counting Crows, Sixpence None the Richer, Freedom
S ings and Mike Reiss.

Jessica Personette, Editor-in-Chief and Karen Kirr, Design Editor

Geoff Wagner, Online Editor

Stephen Haas, Senior Photographer
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printing
The 2003 Warbler was created by a staff at Eastern lllinois University and
printed by Taylor Publishing Co. in Dall as, Texas.

typography
The body copy is set in 12-point Times throughout the book, with headlines set
in Trebuchet and subheads set in I Times rtalic. Photo captions are set in 10point Gill Sans Condensed, and photo credits are set in 8-point Gill Sans
Condensed. In the sports section, the headlines in the scoreboxes are 26-point
Geneva and subheads in 26-point Helvetica. The body copy of the scoreboxes
is in Aria!.

photography

,......

All photographs were shot with Kodak color negative film by Studem
Publications staff photographers. They were processed and digitally imaged
using Nikon scanners and Adobe Photoshop. Portrait photography was
completed by Thornton Studios, New York.

pagination
Warbler 2003 was produced using Eastern Illinois University Student
Publication 's network of Macintosh computers with Apple Works word
processing, Adobe Photoshop 5.0 and Quark XPress Passport 4. I. Page
negatives were imaged on a Varityper 5300B using Panther RIP l . l v7 software.

cover design
Steve Leclair

adviser

supervising press chief

Betsy Jewell Mellott

Johnny Bough
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Informati on about yearbook dist1ibution or other questi ons should be directed
to Warbler Yearbook. Student Publi cati ons, Eastern Illi nois Uni versity,
Charleston. IL 6 I 920 or (2 I 7) 58 1-2812.
Visit our Web site at http://www.eiu.edu/-warbler.
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